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DXperience v2008 vol 3
All DevExpress ASP.NET, WinForms, WPF and Productivity Tools in one package

Experience the DevExpress Difference
•
•
•
•
•

XtraReports Suite
XtraGrid Suite
XtraEditors Suite
XtraCharts Suite
XtraPivotGrid Suite

US Headquarters
ComponentSource
650 Claremore Prof Way
Suite 100
Woodstock
GA 30188-5188
USA
Tel: +1 (770) 250 6100
Fax: +1 (770) 250 6199

•
•
•
•
•

XtraBars Suite
XtraScheduler Suite
XtraLayout Control
XtraNavBar
XtraPrinting Library

European Headquarters
ComponentSource
30 Greyfriars Road
Reading
Berkshire
RG1 1PE
United Kingdom
Tel: 0118 958 1111
Fax: 0118 958 9999

•
•
•
•
•
•

XtraSpellChecker
XtraVerticalGrid
XtraTreeList
XtraReports for ASP.NET
XtraCharts for ASP.NET
ASPxGridView

Asia / Pacific Headquarters
ComponentSource
3F Kojimachi Square Bldg
3-3 Kojimachi Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo
Japan
102-0083
Tel: +81-3-3237-0281
Fax: +81-3-3237-0282

•
•
•
•
•
•

ASPxEditors
ASPxPivotGrid
ASPxperience
ASPxTreeList
ASPxSpellChecker
ASPxHTML Editor

•
•
•
•
•
•

CodeRush
Refactor! Pro
eXpressPersistent Objects
eXpressApp Framework
XtraGauge Suite
XtraWizard Suite

www.componentsource.com
Sales Hotline:

(888) 850-9911

/n software

/n software IP*Works! .NET Edition V8.0
Write powerful asynchronously connected internet applications
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• Includes more than 42 components implementing: HTTP, FTP, SOAP, SMTP,
POP, IMAP, SNMP, NNTP, XML, MIME, Telnet and other protocols
• No Runtime fees, small in size and no external dependencies

Simple email client
You can use the SMTP and POP
components in order to access
post office (POP3) and mail servers
(SMTP).

SOAP component
You can use the Soap object to
access Web Services.

Client FTP
The FTP component can be used
to build an FTP client. It allows
browsing of directories, uploads
and downloads of files, and more.

Webserver monitor
Checks how responsive a Web
Server is by periodically requesting
a page (URL).

Information download
Access the most up-to-date
information from Web sites.

Get URL
You can download the content of a
URL from a Web server.

/n software IP*Works!

Internet-enable your applications.
/n software IP*Works! is a
comprehensive framework for Internet
development. It eliminates the
complexity of Internet development
providing easy-to-use, programmable
components that facilitate tasks such
as sending email, transferring files,
managing networks, browsing the
Web and consuming Web Services,
etc. /n software IP*Works! includes
components for - FTP, HTTP, SMTP,
POP, IMAP, LDAP, DNS, RSS, SMS,
NetClock, Ping, RSS, SMPP, DNS, LDAP,
Jabber, SOAP, WebDav, RAS, XML and
more. /n software IP*Works! uses
common component interfaces across
platforms & technologies and is based
on an optimized asynchronous socket

architecture that has been actively
refined for more than a decade. It also
comes with extensive documentation,
hundreds of sample applications and is
royalty free to distribute.
/n software IP*Works! includes:
FTP/TFTP - upload/download files
to/from memory without writing
to disk. HTTP/WebUpload - upload
and download files to/from memory
without writing to disk. DNS - Naming
Authority Pointer (NAPTR) support
and support for Reverse DNS lookups.
IMAP - easy access to corporate mail
servers such as Microsoft Exchange.
SMPP - Short Message Peer-to-Peer
client component, used to send SMS

cellular text messaging. SMTP - used to
send Internet (SMTP) mail, standardsbased and extensible. SOAP - generic
SOAP client supporting SOAP 1.1. Telnet
- Telnet client component, easy to use,
standards-based, flexible and powerful.
TFTP - The TFTPClient control is used
to exchange files with TFTP servers
via the TFTP protocol. Plus many more
communication components.
The /n software IP*Works! components
represent a substantial leap forward in
design, performance and functionality.
Enterprise features like IPv6 addressing
and support for 64-bit architectures
have been enabled to make your
connectivity application compatible
with current and future technologies.
In addition, the new highly-evolved

core has been extended, updated
and optimized for each individual
supported development technology.
Internet communications code can
often be complicated, sometimes
producing solutions which can be
difficult to update and maintain. /n
software provides design features that
greatly simplify development, requiring
far less code and increasing overall
maintainability.
/n software IP*Works! .NET Edition
includes fully-managed .NET
components based on a 100% C#
codebase, with no dependencies on
outside native code. Includes individual
.NET libraries optimized for .NET,
ASP.NET and .NET CF development.

FROM /n software
Product
/n software IP*Works! .NET Edition V8.0

Top 250

Review

96

-

Top 250

Review

$479.20

Price

Product
/n software IP*Works! Zip ASP.NET Edition V7.0

-

-

$279.20

Price

/n software IP*Works! SSL .NET Edition V8.0

101

-

$719.20

/n software IBiz QuickBooks Integrator .NET Edition V4.0

-

-

$479.20

/n software IP*Works! Delphi Edition V8.0

105

êêêê

$319.20

/n software IBiz E-Banking Integrator ASP.NET Edition V2.0

-

-

$279.20

/n software IP*Works! Zip Java Server Edition V7.2

139

-

$399.20

/n software IBiz E-Payment Integrator Java Desktop Edition V3.0

-

-

$799.20

/n software IP*Works! Zip .NET Edition V7.0

187

êêêê

$279.20

/n software IBiz Vital/TSYS Integrator .NET Edition V4.0

-

-

$359.20

/n software IP*Works! SSL ASP Edition V8.0

193

-

$719.20

/n software IP*Works! UNIX Edition V8.0

-

-

$479.20

/n software IP*Works! S/MIME ActiveX/VB Edition V8.0

-

-

$559.20

/n software IP*Works! EDI .NET Edition V8.0

-

-

$489.02

/n software IP*Works! C++ Edition V8.0

-

-

$479.20

/n software IP*Works! S/MIME ASP.NET Edition V8.0

-

-

$559.20

/n software IP*Works! ActiveX/VB Edition V8.0

-

-

$399.20

/n software IP*Works! Secure SNMP .NET Edition V6.0

-

-

$959.20

/n software IP*Works! Zip .NET CF Edition V7.0

-

-

$279.20

/n software IP*Works! SSH .NET Edition V8.0

-

-

$719.20

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Acresso Software

InstallShield Premier 2009
Create high-quality Windows Installer, server and mobile installations.
• C
 hoose from 35 runtime languages to customize your installation.
• Includes new InstallShield MSI troubleshooting Tools: InstallShield MSI Diff,
InstallShield MSI Query, InstallShield MSI Sleuth and InstallShield MSI Grep.

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

BEST SELLER

Enhanced Windows Vista support
Includes support for UAC, Restart
Manager, the ability to specifically
target Windows Vista.

Try and Die
This type of trialware enables your
prospective customers to evaluate
your product before buying it.

IDialog themes
Dialog themes are predefined sets
of images that give your end user
dialogs a unified and distinctive
look.

Setup prerequisites
Easily handle base applications or
components that must be installed
on the target machine before your
application can be installed.

Install project types
Create many different project types
including MSI, InstallScript, Smart
Device, .NET Wizard, Web project
and more.

Localization
InstallShield Premier includes 35
runtime languages.

InstallShield

Easily create reliable Windows Installer (MSI) packages and
InstallScript installations for Windows platforms, including Vista.

with the included InstallShield
Repackager.

InstallShield Premier is an industry
standard tool for ensuring that
your Windows software products
are correctly installed, configured,
updated and eventually uninstalled
on your customers’ systems. With
support for the latest technologies,
significant performance and quality
improvements, and functionality that
lets you fully leverage the capabilities of
Windows Vista, InstallShield Premier is
the most robust edition ever. Whether
your installations are MSI-based,
InstallScript-based, or any other project
type, InstallShield Premier has the
tools you need to author professional
installations optimized for Windows
Vista. InstallShield Premier includes
robust support for Windows Vista and
related technologies such as UAC,
Restart Manager and much more.

InstallShield Premier lets you associate
prerequisites with features so you
can chain multiple MSIs together in a
single installation. It ensures that when
your end users install a feature, the
prerequisite is also installed (if it wasn’t
already on their machine). Feature
prerequisites are useful for applications
or components that are used by only
some configurations of the installed
product and are not used during the
installation itself.

InstallShield Premier helps you avoid
common installation issues by using
the included InstallShield Best Practices
Validation Suite. This alerts you if your
installation violates any best practices
guidelines. InstallShield Premier can
also helps you maintain a clean build
system by using the stand alone build
engine, which means you only need
to use the part of InstallShield that
compiles installations.
Your end user’s experience can be
improved with refreshed end user
dialog designs and localization features.
InstallShield Premier’s multilingual
support lets you create installations
for 35 runtime languages from one
installation project. InstallShield
Premier also lets you easily convert
legacy installations into MSI packages

You can easily create trial versions of your
products without modifying code. With
simple configuration changes, you can
easily offer potential customers a fully
functional trial version of your product
(after the predetermined trial limit has
been reached on an end user’s machine,
the trial version automatically expires).

InstallShield Premier is the ultimate
setup solution for .NET software
developers with full support for Visual
Studio, including Visual Studio 2008
and 2005. InstallShield Premier lets
you create your installations within
the same Visual Studio interface where
you create your products, making
.NET install authoring more efficient.
All InstallShield Premier’s views are
presented within the Visual Studio .NET
Solution Explorer in a separate window,
so no scrolling is necessary and side-byside viewing options are available.
InstallShield makes it easy for software
developers to create reliable software
patches and upgrades that can modify
all aspects of a previously deployed
package. Whether you wish to distribute
your InstallScript and MSI upgrades
via the Internet, CD-ROM, Acresso’s
FLEXnet Connect, or any other method,
InstallShield makes it happen.

FROM Acresso Software
Product

Top 250

Review

Top 250

Review

AdminStudio Professional V9.0

5

-

$5,879.02

Price

InstallShield Express German Edition 2009

133

-

$734.02

InstallShield Premier 2009

11

-

$3,799.05

InstallAnywhere Standard Edition 2009

145

-

$1,849.08

InstallShield Professional 2009

13

-

$1,849.08

AdminStudio Enterprise V9.0

-

-

$8,819.02

InstallAnywhere Enterprise Edition 2009

16

-

$4,161.58

AdminStudio Standard V9.0

-

-

$2,449.02

InstallShield Express 2009

33

êêêê

InstallShield German Professional Edition 2009

-

-

$2,400.02

InstallShield German Premier Edition 2009

86

-

InstallShield Collaboration V11.5

-

-

$391.02

$569.05
$4,899.02

Product

Price

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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ComponentOne

ComponentOne Studio Enterprise 2008 v3
Over 210 components for Silverlight, WPF, .NET, ASP.NET, ActiveX & Mobile Devices.
• F ull suite of rich and flexible .NET Windows Forms components
• Rapid development of innovative & demanding Web applications
• Now includes over 30 innovative Silverlight controls

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

NEW RELEASE

Schedule for .NET
Studio Enterprise includes
Schedule for .NET, for developing
Outlook-style desktop scheduling
applications.

Dynamic Charts AJAX
Any chart can take advantage
of the built-in AJAX support to
dynamically render its image
without postback.

Silverlight chart types
Use Chart for Silverlight to create all
popular chart types, including line,
bar, column, area, and pie.

Carousel-like effects in Silverlight
Image Rotator for Silverlight can
adjust its dimensions as the image
rotates, providing a carousel-like
dynamic effect.

WebGrid for ASP.NET
Includes advanced functionality
like horizontal scrolling and fixed
columns.

ComponentOne Dynamic Help
Enables end-users to view Help files
in WinForms applications.

ComponentOne Studio Enterprise

Create rich user interfaces for Silverlight, WPF, ASP.NET, Windows
Forms, Mobile and ActiveX applications.
ComponentOne Studio Enterprise
includes over 210 components for
Silverlight, WPF, .NET, ASP.NET, ActiveX
& Mobile Devices. It offers a complete
solution that targets all runtime
environments and all application layers
(data, presentation, reporting and
transformation).
ComponentOne Studio Enterprise
now includes 30 feature packed
Silverlight components (grid, chart,
menu, treeview, file uploader, layout,
data input, gauges, maps, image
rotator, navigation and more). You
can use expression blend to fully
style the Silverlight controls which
allows developers to easily create
rich graphical interfaces for their
Rich Internet Applications. Built with

XAML, the Silverlight controls promote
collaboration in your team and fit
seamlessly into your developer &
designer workflow. Furthermore, you
can take XAML from Silverlight and use
it in your WPF application.
The WPF toolset includes: Schedule
for WPF - a suite of tools delivering
Scheduling, Month Calendar and
Multi-Month Calendar components for
the WPF platform. Chart for WPF visually stunning 2D/3D bar, area, line,
pie and column charts that will bring
your WPF application’s data to life. Grid
for WPF - a set of controls that allow
you to integrate grid functionality
into your WPF applications. Reports
for WPF - includes a flexible and
powerful set of WPF reporting tools:

the C1Report, C1PrintDocument, and
C1DocumentViewer components as
well as the C1ReportDesigner standalone application. Use Reports for WPF
to strengthen your WPF applications
with powerful report and document
generating capabilities.
The ASP.NET toolset includes
eCommerce (PayPal), file format
management (PDF, Flash, XLS, ZIP),
calendars, charting (2D and 3D), rich
text editing, grids, input and mask
controls, menus and toolbars, reporting,
scheduling and spelling features.
The components are AJAX-ready and
fully interoperate with the ASP.NET
AJAX Framework, so you can
AJAX-enable your Web application
without the need to understand the
concepts of AJAX. The WebEditor
component is a WYSIWYG rich-text
editor for ASP.NET. It allows you to edit

text in design, source (HTML) and split
modes. It replaces any TextBox with
an intuitive Microsoft Word like editor,
which enables even non-technical users
to easily author and manage HTML
content. The customizable toolbar,
built-in spell checker and complete
JavaScript client-side object model
allow you to easily manipulate your
text - with or without code.
The .NET Windows Forms toolset
includes barcodes, charting (2D/3D),
grids, input controls, labels, editors,
lists & combos, menus & toolbars, print
& preview features, reporting, ribbon
UI features, scheduling, file format
managment (PDF, Flash, XLS, ZIP) sizing,
spelling and tooltips. Smart designers
are included in select Windows Forms
components to allow you to set their
most popular properties without
leaving the design surface.

FROM ComponentOne
Product
ComponentOne Studio Enterprise 2008 v3

Top 250

Review

Price

6

êêêê

$957.00

Product
ComponentOne Doc-To-Help For Word 2009

Top 250

Review

241

-

$807.50

Price
$950.00

ComponentOne Studio for ActiveX 2008 v3

20

-

$696.00

ComponentOne DemoWorks 2009

-

-

ComponentOne Studio for WinForms 2008 v3

36

êêê

$696.00

ComponentOne IntelliSpell V2.0

-

-

$71.10

ComponentOne Studio for Mobile Devices 2008 v3

142

-

$696.00

ComponentOne Doc-To-Help Enterprise 2009

-

-

$950.00

ComponentOne Studio for ASP.NET 2008 v3

179

-

$696.00

ComponentOne FrontLine 2008

-

-

$980.00

ComponentOne Studio for WPF 2008 v3

205

-

$696.00

ComponentOne Reports for .NET Designer Edition 2008 v3

-

-

$1,710.00

ComponentOne Studio for Silverlight 2008 v3

225

-

$696.00

ComponentOne Studio Enterprise Doc Edition 2008 v3

-

êêêê

$1,392.00

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Data Dynamics

ActiveReports for .NET V3.0
The best selling report writer with no runtimes or royalties.
• A
 ctiveReports Designer now includes design-time preview tab
• Viewer control now supports annotations
• ActiveReports engine features seven new chart types

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

BEST SELLER

Viewer annotations
Annotations can be placed on the
report to pass notes and special
instructions on to users and
developers.

End-User Report Designer editing
Allow end users to edit their reports
and save new reports or load
old ones.

Viewing Web reports
The WebViewer control provided in
the Professional Edition allows you
to write less code and view reports
more quickly.

OLEDB data sources
ActiveReports for .NET supports any
.NET OLEDB data source.

3rd Party controls
ActiveReports for .NET supports
the use of Windows Forms-based
3rd party controls with the report
designer.

Subreports
With ActiveReports, reports may
contain any number of child reports
by using the Subreport control.

ActiveReports for .NET

Generate a wide variety of reports from your .NET applications
(Now includes Visual Studio 2008 support).
ActiveReports for .NET lets you easily
create reports via the fully integrated
designer. It has a familiar user interface
and supports C# and Visual Basic .NET.
It includes a report creation API with
complete runtime access to report
objects and members and a fully
exposed object model.
ActiveReports for .NET has the ability
to host 3rd party .NET controls and
user controls within your reports and
includes export filters for Adobe PDF,
Microsoft Excel, RTF, HTML, text and TIFF
formats. It can be used in both Windows
based and Web based applications.
ActiveReports for .NET also includes a
Windows Viewer control that supports
split and multi-page views, has a “Table
of Contents” pane with a thumbnail
view tab and can perform text searches
of reports. It also allows you to
customize the viewer’s toolbar.

The Professional Edition of
ActiveReports for .NET features an
end-user report designer control that
allows you to host the report designer
in your own applications to provide
end users with the ability to create and
modify reports. It supports zooming to
magnify the design surface of the report
for more precise placement and viewing
of report controls. It also includes a
server-side Web Viewer control that
takes advantage of ASP.NET’s HTTP
handlers to allow you to display reports
without having to write custom code.
Reports can be previewed at design
time by clicking the preview tab at the
bottom of the designer and .NET data
components can be dropped directly
onto the design surface of a report,
resulting in a visual representation of
the data component in the new report
component tray. This makes it easy to
add custom datasets to an ActiveReport
at design time.

Other features in ActiveReports for
.NET include a chart control (3D area,
3D bar, 3D clustered bar, 3D doughnut,
3D line, area, bar, Bezier, bubble,
candle, doughnut, funnel, Gantt, HiLo
OpenClose, Kagi, line, plotXY, point
and figure, pyramid, renko, scatter
etc.), updated memory management
features, a rich text control that is
capable of rendering HTML and RTF
tables, and an integrated script window
with syntax highlighting.

to allow you to place a report on your
Web server and make it available via a
hyperlink to your Internet users in HTML
or PDF. A compiled report HTTP handler
is also provided to allow direct access
via a hyperlink to a report compiled in
an assembly on your server. The product
is easy to deploy, the reporting engine
is a single, managed, strongnamed
assembly. Assemblies can be distributed
using XCopy or the global assembly
cache (GAC).

Data access in ActiveReports for .NET
is via OLEDB and SqlClient report data
sources. It binds to Dataset, DataView,
DataTable, any RowCollection and
any class that implements the iList
interface. The DataSource property
can be modified at runtime to create
ad hoc (dynamic) reports or reports
can be unbound. ASP.NET integration
allows quick viewing of reports on
the Web with the Web Viewer control.
ActiveReports for .NET provides printing
capabilities with an ActiveX viewer and
Acrobat Reader viewerType properties.
It also provides an RPX file HTTP handler

ActiveReports for .NET comes with a
report wizard and a Microsoft Access
report conversion wizard so you can
start creating reports quickly. It is
written in managed C# and provides
integration with the Visual Studio .NET
IDE. This allows Visual Studio .NET
programmers to leverage their current
programming language (C# or Visual
Basic .NET) when programming with
ActiveReports for .NET. The product
is based on a per developer licensing
scheme, and it is royalty-free to
distribute.

FROM Data Dynamics
Product

Top 250

Review

Price

ActiveReports for .NET V3.0

3

êêêê

$569.05

Data Dynamics Analysis V1.0

89

-

Data Dynamics Business Intelligence Suite V1.0

90

-

Product

Top 250

Review

Data Dynamics Reports V1.5

102

-

Price

$1,469.02

ActiveReports V2.0

122

êêêê

$489.02

$2,449.02

SharpGraph for .NET V1.0

-

-

$342.02

$1,469.02

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Developer Express
DXperience v2008 vol 3

All Developer Express ASP.NET, WinForms, WPF components and tools in one package.
• P
 rovides reporting, toolbar, treelist, grid and sidebar functionality
• Now includes XtraGauges - with nearly 100 ready-to-use customizable
gauge presets

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

BEST SELLER

XtraBars Suite Ribbon Control
and Tabbed MDI interface
With the XtraBars Suite you can
easily build Ribbons from scratch.

XtraBars Suite
You can create application menu,
galleries and contextual tabs in
ribbons.

XtraGrid Suite
The XtraGrid Suite not only allows
flexible data presentation, it offers
you one of the fastest grids on
the market.

XtraGrid Suite Master-Detail
The XtraGrid has true support for
Master-Detail data presentation.
You can use a View of any type as
a detail - even a Card View.

XtraReports End-User Designer
The XtraReports Suite features a
fully functional End-User Designer.

XtraReports Master-Detail Report
With the XtraReports Suite, you can
easily build banded reports and
even Master-Detail reports.

DXperience

All the Visual Studio .NET component suites, libraries and IDE
tools produced by Developer Express in one package.
DXperience includes all Developer
Express products engineered for Visual
Studio and the .NET Framework. With
this subscription, you receive all key
technologies by Developer Express
including IDE productivity tools,
business application frameworks,
and components for Windows Forms,
ASP.NET and ActiveX. In addition to
individual tools, you receive complete
source code for Windows Forms and
ASP.NET components.
With the Universal subscription, you
also receive eXpressApp Framework
which is an instrument for creating
business applications quickly and easily.

Windows Forms products include:
XtraGrid Suite - a grid control with four
data layout options from a simple table
to banded multi-line row layout and
card views, XtraBars Suite - a complete
range of navigation and window layout
management tools, XtraScheduler
Suite - enables you to incorporate
the UI found in Microsoft Office
Calendar within your applications,
XtraPivotGrid Suite - a data analysis,
data mining and visual reporting
solution, XtraTreeList Suite - a hybrid
tree-view and grid control that has
both bound and unbound data access
options, XtraVerticalGrid Suite - a 90
degrees rotated grid where records are

arranged one after another from right
to left, XtraGauges - provides you with
linear, circular, digital and state indicator
gauge types, XtraEditors a library of
over 20 editors that can be used both
standalone or embedded, XtraWizard easily generate multi-step wizard
dialogs that fully conform to Wizard 97
or Wizard Aero standards, XtraPrinting
Library - a data rendering and
visualization system allowing you
to construct any printed pages from
scratch or print Windows Forms controls
like the XtraGrid and more.
ASP.NET products include:
ASPxGridView and Editors Library - a
robust grid and data editors library
for ASP.NET, ASPxPivotGrid Suite - a
multi-dimensional analysis component,

ASPxNavBar Suite - Web navigation
bar with full AJAX support, ASPxMenu
Suite - an extremely lightweight,
customizable main and context menu
and more.
Windows Forms and ASP.NET products
include: XtraReports Suite - a reporting
tool that features an extremely easy
to use report designer and XtraCharts
Suite - a 2D/3D charting solution.
Also included in Universal and
Enterprise Editions: CodeRush, Refactor!
Pro, eXpress Persistent Objects and
six ActiveX products (grids, trees,
navigation, bars, editors, printing etc.).
Priority technical support is also
included with updates and upgrades
for 1 year.

FROM Developer Express
Product
DXperience v2008 vol 3

Top 250

Review

1

êêêêê

$1,195.99

Price

Product
ExpressQuantumPack

Top 250

Review

247

êê

$682.49

Price

DXperience WinForms v2008 vol 3

8

êêêêê

$699.99

ExpressScheduler Suite V3.37

-

-

$292.49

DXperience ASP.NET v2008 vol 3

12

êêêêê

$699.99

Developer Express XtraEditors .NET v2008 vol 3

-

-

$142.49

XtraReports Suite v2008 vol 3

61

êêêêê

$332.49

ExpressBars Suite V6.37

-

-

$146.24

Developer Express XtraBars Suite v2008 vol 3

141

êêêê

$208.99

XtraScheduler Suite v2008 vol 3

-

-

$189.99

XtraTreeList Suite v2008 vol 3

166

-

$189.99

CodeRush for Visual Studio .NET V3.0.8

-

-

$237.49

ExpressQuantumGrid Suite V6.37

192

êêêêê

$341.24

ExpressPrintingSystem Suite V3.37

-

-

$194.99

XtraVerticalGrid v2008 vol 3

211

-

$239.99

XtraCharts Suite v2008 vol 3

-

êêêêê

$237.49

ASPxGridView and Editors Suite v2008 vol 3

224

-

$293.99

XtraPivotGrid Suite v2008 vol 3

-

-

$284.99

Developer Express XtraNavBar Suite v2008 vol 3

245

-

$95.99

Developer Express XtraPrinting Library v2008 vol 3

-

êêêêê

$142.49

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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FarPoint Technologies

FarPoint Spread for ASP.NET V4.0
High-performance, fully-customizable ASP.NET spreadsheet component.

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

• O
 utlook style grouping allows users to sort data as required
• Conditional formatting enables styling based on cell contents
• Now supports “Load on Demand” paging (virtual mode)

Hierarchy
Display multiple levels of data.

Formulas
Add calculations quickly to your
Web applications by using any of
over 200 predefined algorithms or
add your own custom functions.

Import/export
Import/export Microsoft Excel 97
and higher files and text files. You
can also export to Spread XML.

Retrieving data
Retrieve data from bound and
unbound sources easily.

Skins
Use any of the 13 predefined skins
or save and load your own design.
Customized skins can easily be
shared within your dev team.

Sorting
Automatically sort any column in
ascending or descending order by
double clicking on the header.

FarPoint Spread for ASP.NET

Easily present, edit and update your ASP.NET data.
FarPoint Spread for ASP.NET is a
spreadsheet component that offers
intuitive customer usability along with a
wealth of grid functionality. With Spread
for ASP.NET you have exceptional
client-side validation to alert your user
of invalid data immediately and simple
client-side keyboard navigation. Written
from the ground up in C#, Spread for
ASP.NET will provide your user with an
easy and reliable, feature-rich, userfriendly online experience.
FarPoint Spread for ASP.NET offers
excellent design time support for rapid
development using the innovative
Spread Designer and supports in-cell
editing and validation. It supports
bound or unbound modes (no dataset
needed), AJAX, native Microsoft Excel
import/export, in-cell editing, multiple
edits on multiple rows without server

round trips, client-side column/row
resizing, multiple sheets, searching,
filtering, multiple cell types, validations,
cell spans, multiple headers, sorting,
complete customization at the cell level,
over 300 built-in calculation functions,
hierarchical display and much more.
The main features of FarPoint Spread for
ASP.NET include:
AJAX Support - AJAX allows the
component to refresh without
refreshing the entire page. This affects
several features including expanding
and collapsing child sheets in a
hierarchical display, column sorting,
inserting rows, searching, filtering,
paging and formulas.
Grouping - You can set up the display to
allow Outlook-style grouping of rows.

For large amounts of data, this is helpful
to display the data in the order the
user needs. The user selects columns
by which to sort and the component
then organizes and displays the data
in a hierarchy with rows organized
accordingly.

Frozen Rows and Columns - You can
freeze columns and rows and keep
them displayed regardless of where the
user navigates in the sheet. Frozen rows
and frozen columns do not scroll when
the user uses the scroll bar or navigation
keys in the component.

Searching - You can search for data in
any of the cells in the workbook by
specifying the sheet and the string
of data for which to search. You also
have several searching options you can
choose from.

“Load on Demand” - You can allow
the Web page to load on demand - as
the user scrolls further down the
spreadsheet, the FarPoint Spread
component on the client loads another
page of rows from the server as needed.
This is similar to what was called “virtual
mode” in the COM version of the
product.

Row Filtering- With row filtering, you
can allow the user to filter the data in
columns on a sheet and display only
the rows of data which meet criteria
from a drop-down list or change the
appearance of rows based on that
filtering.

Publish Excel Workbooks Online - You
can easily publish your existing or new
Excel and higher workbooks online by
using Spread’s Excel import and export
feature.

FROM FarPoint Technologies
Product
FarPoint Spread V8.0

Top 250

Review

21

êêêêê

Top 250

Review

$653.57

Price

Product
Enterprise Developer Toolbox

-

-

$864.88

Price

FarPoint Spread for SharePoint V1.0

-

-

$975.10

Input Pro V3.0

-

-

$139.32

Spread for Windows Forms V4.0

23

-

$934.07

FarPoint Spread for .NET Bundle

57

-

$1,491.33

FarPoint Spread for ASP.NET V4.0

228

-

$934.07

Input Pro for Win Forms

-

-

$232.82

Button Objx V2.0

-

-

$186.07

List Pro V3.0

-

êêêêê

$229.08

Calendar Objx V3.00

-

-

$214.12

Tab Pro V3.1

-

-

$120.62

Enterprise Database Pack

-

-

$612.42

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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IBM Rational Software

IBM Rational Performance Tester V8.0
Identify the presence and cause of system performance bottlenecks.

Test Projects
Test projects contain performance
tests, or you can simply record
a test, which creates the project
automatically.

Creating New Tests
With IBM Rational Performance
Tester you can choose from a
number of types of recording, Citrix,
RPT HTTP, HTTP and SAP recording.

Creating a Schedule
Create a schedule that describes
the behavior for your system
and then run this schedule on
successive builds of the application.

Datapools
Datapools provide tests with
variable data during a run.

Performance Reports
Summarizes the validity of the run,
shows the response trend of the
slowest 10 pages in the test, and
graphs the results of each page.

Server Health Summary
Gives an overall indication of how
well the server is responding to the
load including page attempts, page
hits, and status code successes.

IBM Rational Performance Tester

A multi-user load testing and performance testing tool for
validating Web application scalability.
IBM Rational Performance Tester
creates, executes and analyzes tests
to validate the reliability of complex
e-business applications. Use it to
improve application performance,
perform better capacity planning, and
develop more scalable applications. No
programming knowledge is necessary
to create, comprehend, edit or execute
a performance test. Tests are displayed
as hierarchical lists of the Web pages
that will be visited during execution.
While test complexity is masked by
default, advanced testers have access
to all transactional information such as
underlying page elements and server
responses.

IBM Rational Performance Tester goes
beyond problem identification to
problem diagnosis. Using Root Cause
Analysis features, you can identify
both the source code and physical
application tier that is causing the
bottleneck. With the generated UML
sequence diagrams you can trace all
activity that occurred just prior to
the bottleneck to truly enable you
to address the root cause of your
performance problem.
IBM Rational Performance Tester
generates performance and throughput
reports in real time, enabling you
to detect performance problems

at any time during a test run. These
reports provide multiple filtering and
configuration options that can be set
before, during, and after a test run.
Users can also review performance
trends from one build to another.
Additional reports are available at the
conclusion of the test run to perform
deeper analysis on items such as
response time percentile distributions.
To ensure that your performance
testing accurately mirrors your user
population, IBM Rational Performance
Tester provides a flexible graphical test
scheduler where load is specified by
proportional user groups. IBM Rational
Performance Tester also provides
synchronization points to create
real world scenarios and allows for
scheduling of those points for improved

control of workflows and simulated
conditions (stress points) on the Web
server. This enables you to create a
workload on your server that is truly
representative of your user mix.
For accurate load emulation, often
individual users must submit unique
data to the server. IBM Rational
Performance Tester provides an
automated “data pooling” capability that
varies the test data set used by each
emulated user. A spreadsheet interface
is provided to enter this unique data, or
pre-existing data can be imported from
any text based external source.
IBM Rational Performance Tester
Supports load testing against a broad
range of applications such as HTTP, SAP,
Siebel, SIP, TCP Socket and Citrix.

FROM IBM Rational Software
Product

Top 250

Review

Top 250

Review

IBM Rational Performance Tester V8.0

140

-

$1,560.00

Price

Product
IBM Rational Functional Tester V8.0

-

-

$5,304.00

IBM Rational PurifyPlus V7.0.0

153

-

$1,513.20

IBM Rational Functional Tester Plus V7.0.1

-

-

$6,366.75

IBM Rational Application Developer V7.5

-

-

$4,423.58

IBM Rational Manual Tester V7.0.1

-

-

$2,925.00

IBM Rational Asset Manager V7.0

-

-

$1,365.00

IBM Rational RequisitePro V7.0.1

-

-

$2,125.50

IBM Rational Build Forge Enterprise V7.0

-

-

$160,875.00

IBM Rational Robot V7.0

-

-

$4,134.00

IBM Rational Build Forge Express V7.0

-

-

$47,775.00

IBM Rational Rose Developer for Visual Studio V7.0

-

-

$2,252.50

IBM Rational Build Forge Standard V7.0

-

-

$108,225.00

IBM Rational Rose Modeler V7.0

-

-

$1,623.50

IBM Rational ClearCase V7.0.1

-

-

$4,569.83

IBM Rational Software Architect V7.5

-

-

$5,528.25

IBM Rational ClearQuest V7.0.1

-

-

$1,794.00

IBM Rational Software Modeler V7.5

-

-

$1,862.25

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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• C
 reate code free tests quickly without programming knowledge
• Provides testers with automated testing capabilities for functional testing,
regression testing, GUI testing and data-driven testing

Infragistics

NetAdvantage for .NET 2008 Volume 3
Create commercial class UI for Winforms, ASP.NET, WPF & Silverlight applications.
• Includes ASP.NET, Silverlight, WPF and Windows Forms editions
• The new xamCalendar and xamCalendarDropDown WPF controls bring
Vista-experience to navigating through dates.
NEW RELEASE

NetAdvantage for ASP.NET
Gauges and Chart controls let you
create an executive dashboard.

NetAdvantage for Windows
Forms
Create Outlook style applications
with integrated NetAdvantage for
Windows Forms controls.

Create applications with Office
2007 Ribbon styling
Also includes grids with conditional
formatting, trees, 3D charts,
menus, etc.

PDF Export
You can export reports to PDF
document displaying Gauges to
visually summarize data.

xamDataGrid
NetAdvantage for .NET showing
WPF controls xamDataGrid,
xamCarouselListBox
xamCarouselPanel.

Ribbon
Use NetAdvantage for .NET to
create WPF applications with
Ribbon interfaces.

NetAdvantage for .NET

Includes every essential User Interface control for Windows
Forms, WPF, Silverlight and ASP.NET, plus application styling.
NetAdvantage for .NET is a presentation
layer toolset for quickly and easily
building and styling polished
application UIs and delivering a great
user experience, for WPF, Silverlight,
Windows Forms, ASP.NET and Tablet
PC. You can deliver user experiences
consistent with Microsoft Office
and Windows Vista, produce high
performance Web applications and
create hi-fidelity, cross-platform charts
and gauges that instantly provide your
audience with a clear understanding of
key performance indicators. You can use
the version of Visual Studio that’s right
for you – Whether it is Visual Studio
2005 or Visual Studio 2008, either choice

enjoys full NetAdvantage for .NET
tools support. Designed with the user
experience in mind, NetAdvantage for
.NET user interface controls give you the
ability to focus on business logic while
it takes care of the presentation. Use
the modern look and feel of Windows
Vista styles and navigation or emulate
the Office 2003 and Office 2007 user
experiences with predefined color
tables and ribbon controls.
NetAdvantage for .NET has what you
need to add no-touch AJAX to your Web
site with a professionally polished UI.
The product includes many Windows
Forms and ASP.NET components:

grids, charts, combos, desktop alerts,
button calculator, dropdown, progress
bar, scroll bar, tooltips, editors, gauge,
listbar, listview, printing, scheduling,
spell checker, tabs, toolbars and trees.
NetAdvantage for .NET also includes
a Document Export Engine for PDF
and XPS formats and provides Web
crawler optimization, AJAX support and
SharePoint integration.
NetAdvantage for .NET includes
Silverlight Controls for Line of Business
(LOB) Applications which enable you
to include islands of richness into your
existing Web-based applications, giving
end-users an experience that goes
beyond what can be accomplished with
mere HTML. These controls are built
from the ground-up for the Silverlight 2

platform and take full advantage of its
incredible capabilities and help you to
produce compelling and impactful Web
2.0 applications.
NetAdvantage for .NET includes
next generation WPF controls which
were designed from the start with
an uncompromising attitude toward
leveraging its cinematic graphics,
rich styling, animation capabilities,
and integrated UI virtualization.
Embracing templates and exposing
numerous styling points gives you
complete command over the controls’
appearance. A logical, friendly object
model makes it easy to take advantage
of the WPF platform’s potential, whether
you choose to do so through declarative
UI (XAML) or code.

FROM Infragistics
Product
NetAdvantage for .NET 2008 Volume 3

Top 250

Review

Price

2

êêêê

$1,015.75

Product
ActiveListBar V1.0

Top 250

Review

-

-

$265.50

Price

NetAdvantage Select 2008 Volume 3

10

êêêê

$845.75

CodeAssist V1.1

-

êêêê

$289.10

NetAdvantage Win Client 2008 Volume 3

14

-

$845.75

Infragistics NetAdvantage AppStylist 2008 Volume 3

-

-

$590.75

NetAdvantage Web Client 2008 Volume 3

38

-

$845.75

Infragistics NetAdvantage for JSF 2008 Volume 2

-

-

$675.75

ActiveThreed Plus V3.0

127

-

$280.25

Infragistics TestAdvantage for Windows Forms (for HP QuickTest Professional software)

-

-

$2,545.75

UltraSuite V3.02

155

-

$420.75

Infragistics TestAdvantage for Windows Forms (for IBM Rational Functional Tester)

-

-

$2,935.10

NetAdvantage ICONS V1.0

212

-

$128.89

Interact V4.0

-

-

$420.75

Calendar Widgets V1.1

-

êêê

$280.25

JSuite V7.2

-

-

$565.25

Data Widgets V3.1

-

êêêê

$375.25

VBAssist V5.0

-

-

$175.42

Designer Widgets V2.0

-

êêê

$289.10

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911
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Software FX
Chart FX 7

Add interactive charts and images to your Web and Windows applications.
• T otally rewritten to take advantage of Visual Studio enhancements
• Smart Tag Wizard provides a powerful yet familiar interface
• Redesigned UI integrates into Smart Client and ASP.NET applications

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

BEST SELLER

Chart types
Choose from over 20 different chart
types including 3D bar, area, bar,
bubble, financial, Gantt, line, pareto,
pie, radar polar, etc.

Printing
Using the Printer Object, you
will have control over margins,
paper orientation, color or pattern
printing, amongst others.

End User experience
The ChartFX toolbar, context
sensitive menus and dialogs
provide an easy way for the end
user to change visual attributes.

Passing data
Chart FX supports passing data
from databases and text files such
as XML.

Multiple axes
Advanced features such as
logarithmic scales, multiple axes as
well as axis sections and panes are
all included.

Selecting the chart’s output
Chart FX supports a method called
RenderToStream that allows the
developer to select the type of
desired output for your charts.

Chart FX 7

Chart FX integrates seamlessly into Visual Studio to provide
developers with Enterprise level data visualization capabilities.
Chart FX takes full advantage of the
.NET Framework and cutting-edge
technologies such as AJAX to create
visually-rich, lightweight and secure
charts that will enhance your Enterprise
application’s display layer. Chart FX is
compatible with Visual Studio Themes.
Any changes that you make to a Theme
are extended to the Chart FX controls
on the page. A Silverlight add-on is
also available to Chart FX users to
allow developers to add Chart FX
functionality to their Silverlight-based
Web applications.
Chart FX can bit-stream directly to
a browser and includes a DHTML
rendering engine that uses AJAX
(Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) to

produce chart images that allow full
interactivity in Web applications. The
DHTML rendering engine automatically
updates the chart with the new data
without a complete page refresh, only
updating the portion of the chart that
changed. The charts are fully secure as
there are no binary files to download.
This allows end users to interact with
charts in any browser on any platform,
making your application available to a
wider audience.
Chart FX supports a variety of data
population methods including: passing
data directly through the API, resultset
binding, XML files, collections, arrays,
arrays of arrays, text files and crosstab.
It supports over 20 different chart

types (bar, Gantt, area, line, step, curve,
bubble, pie, doughnut, pyramid,
combination, scatter, financial, surface,
contour, radar, polar, statistical, etc.)
and includes customizable legends,
ready-to-use color palettes, multiple
and customizable axes, per-marker
attributes, gridlines, background images
and border objects.
Chart FX provides run-time data analysis
tools for your end users; these include
drill downs, tooltips, drag and drop axis
configuration and highlighting. Among
all these tools, highlighting is a feature
that allows end users to position the
mouse in any chart element allowing
Chart FX to instantly dim out other
elements in the chart. This feature
allows end users to quickly detect
trends and other important elements
in the chart.

Chart FX provides developers advanced
charting features with minimal
integration effort. Helpful tools like
the Chart Wizard, tutorial & samples
and a programmer’s guide will assist
you in creating visually impressive
data visualization solutions with little
time invested. Chart FX includes a
comprehensive API and properties
list allowing you to access complex
functionality. It also makes full use of
Visual Studio Smart Tags, and takes
advantage of this infrastructure to
build a fully functional Wizard that
allows developers to quickly access
Chart FX main features. This Smart Tag
Wizard provides the basic datasource
configuration option available to other
controls in Visual Studio, so you can
quickly create and/or connect to an
existing database or dataset in your
project.

FROM Software FX
Product

Top 250

Review

Chart FX 7

18

-

Chart FX 7 for Java

60

-

$4,274.05

Chart FX for .NET V6.2

63

êêêêê

$2,429.10

Chart FX Gauges V1.0

118

êêêê

Chart FX for COM V6.2

160

-

Chart FX 7 Extension Pack

167

Chart FX for Reporting Services
PowerGadgets V1.0

Price

Top 250

Review

-

-

Chart FX for .NET Extension Pack V6.2

-

êêêêê

$1,424.05

Chart FX for Java V6.2

-

-

$4,274.05

Chart FX Gauges for Java V1.0

-

-

$1,424.05

$1,959.02

Chart FX Lite for ASP.NET V6

-

-

$141.55

-

$1,439.04

Grid FX V1.0

-

-

$1,567.02

214

-

$809.10

Pocket Chart FX for .NET V6.2

-

-

$569.05

-

-

$97.02

$2,549.15

$569.05

Product
Chart FX Developer Studio 7

Price
$449.10

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Telerik

Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET AJAX Q3 2008
The market leading UI suite for ASP.NET AJAX.
• Includes AJAX Datagrid, charts, calendars & navigation controls
• Built on top of Microsoft ASP.NET AJAX
• Backed by industry leading technical support

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

NEW RELEASE

RadControls for ASP.NET AJAX
Telerik RadControls for
ASP.NET AJAX is an innovative
and comprehensive toolset for
professional web development.

RadEditor for ASP.NET AJAX
RadEditor is a fast WYSISYG web
editor, designed upon ASP.NET
AJAX, utilizing its common clientside framework and programming.

RadGrid for ASP.NET AJAX
A fast client-rich Datagrid for ASP.
NET, designed to provide desktoplike user experience with minimum
HTML.

RadGrid Filtering
By defining custom row template
you “tell” the control to render each
item in it in the way you specify.

RadMenu for ASP.NET AJAX
RadMenu is a navigation control
for ASP.NET allowing you to build
lightweight and search-engine
friendly menu systems.

RadTreeView for ASP.NET AJAX
RadTreeView combines highly
efficient rendering and AJAX Load
on Demand support for superior
performance.

Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET AJAX

display different chart types on a
single chart, automatic scaling of axes,
gradient fills, hatch fills, image fills,
negative values and more.

A professional toolset designed to help ASP.NET developers
deliver feature-rich, standards-compliant and cross-browser
compatible Web applications on budget and on time.
Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET AJAX
is a complete toolset for building Web
solutions with the UI richness and
responsiveness of desktop applications.
It was built on top of the Microsoft
ASP.NET AJAX framework and is a new
development model, not mere AJAX
functionality.
What’s included: RadAjax - uses the
Microsoft ASP.NET AJAX engine to make
selected controls on the page perform
AJAX callbacks instead of traditional
postbacks. The AJAX-enabled controls
are not merely rendered with callbacks,
but preserve their interaction with the
server and relations with the other
controls on the page. In fact, ajaxified
controls do not really know that they
are working with callbacks instead of
postbacks.

RadCalendar - is shipped with a
composite DatePicker control which
combines Calendar, DateInput, and
PopupButton controls to enable
developers to quickly implement
the most widely used date selection
interface for Web applications.
Developers have complete control over
the appearance of the day matrix, as
it is not hardcoded to the usual 7 x 6
mode. Other features include: multiple
selection options, template support,
horizontal and vertical orientation,
scrolling, navigation, support for
System.Globalization Namespace and
more.
RadChart – which includes a
comprehensive chart wizard, secondary
Y axis, numerical X Axis, drill down
support, image maps, the ability to

RadEditor - outputs XHTML-compliant
content across all major browsers. It also
provides real-time XHTML validation by
sending HTML content for validation
to the W3C service, and returning a
compliancy report right within the
editor interface. RadEditor puts an end
to the “functionality vs speed” trade-off.
The unique “load as needed” processes
will only load the code on client
browsers for the features that are being
used. This minimalist script size results
in tremendously swifter page loading.
In addition, the editor’s CSS Spritesbased semantic rendering leads to even
more optimized loading speed and
customization through simple CSS.
RadControls for ASP.NET AJAX also
includes: RadColorPicker (a lightweight
UI component that allows users to
select colors from the RGB or HEX color

spaces), RadCombobox (a drop-down
list AJAX-based control), RadDock
(a content placeholder, which can
be moved, docked, resized, pinned
etc), RadGrid (a fast and feature-rich
Datagrid), RadInput (an enhanced data
entry control), RadMenu (an advanced
navigation control), RadScheduler (a
lightweight scheduling component),
RadSlider (allows users to select a
value from a defined range using
a smooth or step-based slider),
RadSpell (multilingual spellchecking
component), RadSplitter (resizable
areas and sliding, dockable panels),
RadTooltip (context-sensitive tool for
displaying rich content as tooltips),
RadTreeview (highly efficient treeview
component), RadUpload (file-upload
component) and RadWindow
(component that can replace the
standard browser dialogs and alert/
prompt/confirm boxes).
The Telerik tools work without license
keys and can be freely deployed on any
server.

FROM Telerik
Product
Telerik Premium Collection for .NET Q3 2008

Top 250

Review

Price

7

êêêê

$1,169.10

Product

Top 250

Review

Sitefinity V3.2

-

-

$854.05

Price

Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET AJAX Q3 2008

9

êêêêê

$719.10

Telerik RadControls for Silverlight Q3 2008

-

-

$719.10

Telerik RadControls for WinForms Q3 2008

40

êêêêê

$719.10

Telerik RadControls for WPF Q3 2008

-

-

$719.10

Telerik Reporting Q3 2008

111

-

$359.10

Telerik OpenAcess ORM Q3 2008

-

-

$359.10

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Actipro Software

Aspose

Powerful code editing control with VS.NET style
productivity enhancements.

Create, manage and convert many popular
document formats.

Actipro SyntaxEditor V4.0

Aspose.Total Q4 2008

NEW RELEASE

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

Actipro SyntaxEditor

Editing C# code
Edit C# code using automated
IntelliPrompt for parameter info.

Aspose.Total

Editing VB code
Edit VB code using automated
IntelliPrompt for member lists.

Editing an XML SyntaxEditor
language definition file
SyntaxEditor can edit an XML
SyntaxEditor language definition
file based on an XSD.

Aspose.Cells
Includes Aspose.Cells which lets
you create and manage Excel
spreadsheets without requiring
Microsoft Excel.

Aspose.Words
Includes Aspose.Words which
lets you read, modify and write
Word documents without utilizing
Microsoft Word.

Aspose.Pdf
Includes Aspose.Pdf to create
PDF documents without utilizing
Adobe Acrobat.

• D
 evelop and distribute custom language definitions with your applications

• Supports Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Project, PDF and Flash file formats

• S upports language merging e.g. HTML calling CSS, VBScript, etc.
• P
 erform semantic parsing operations in a separate worker thread

• Demos written in C#, VB.NET and Java highlight the best practices for
implementing many common tasks

Actipro SyntaxEditor is designed from
the ground up to handle advanced
language parsing and processing, with
phases for performing lexical parsing,
semantic parsing (in a worker thread),
and automatic outlining. Custom
language definitions can be developed
and distributed with your applications.
SyntaxEditor includes a complete
parser generator that helps build

Aspose.Total offers every component
that Aspose has available as well as
all new components released during
the annual subscription. Aspose.Total
is available in two editions: .NET and
Java. Aspose.Total includes a set of
components that support the most
common document formats like
MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint,
MS Project, PDF, RTF, CSV and tab

semantic parsers and construct ASTs
(abstract syntax trees). Major code
editing features of the control include
code outlining, undo redo, word
wrap, split views, current line and
bracket highlights, virtual space, block
selection, macro recording/playback,
indicators, extensible rendering,
IntelliPrompt code snippets, member
lists, smart tags and more.

FROM Actipro Software

delimited documents allowing
developers to create, manage and
convert one format to another.
Aspose.Total also contains components
for charting, email, spell checking,
barcode creation, ad hoc query
generation, recurrence patterns and
workflow.

FROM Aspose
Top 250

Review

22

-

$1,959.02

Aspose.Words .NET V5.3

92

-

$881.02

Aspose.Cells .NET V4.5.1

129

-

$587.02

Aspose.Editor V3.0.1

-

-

$391.02

$244.02

Aspose.Spell V1.9.1

-

-

$146.02

-

$97.02

Aspose.AdHoc V1.5.7

-

-

$195.02

-

-

$244.02

Aspose.ASPXpand V2.0.6

-

-

$195.02

Actipro UIStudio Control Suite (for Windows Forms) V2.0

-

-

$293.95

Aspose.BarCode Java V1.6

-

-

$391.02

Actipro Wizard V3.0

-

-

$88.15

Aspose.BarCode .NET V2.9

-

êêêêê

$391.02

Actipro Wizard for WPF V4.5

-

-

$87.22

Aspose.BarCode for Reporting Services V1.6

-

-

$391.02

Product

Price

Product

Top 250

Review

Actipro SyntaxEditor V4.0

119

êêêêê

$342.95

Aspose.Total Q4 2008

Actipro WPF Studio V4.5

-

êêêêê

$489.02

Actipro Bar Code for WPF V4.5

-

-

$97.02

Actipro Docking & MDI for WPF V4.5

-

-

$146.02

Actipro Gauge for WPF V4.5

-

-

Actipro Navigation for WPF V4.5

-

Actipro Ribbon for WPF V4.5

Price

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Codejock Software

Contour Components

Create Office XP - 2007 and Visual Studio .NET
style GUI elements.

Interactive reporting, data analysis and reports
distribution.

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional

ContourCube

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional 2009

Office style controls
Complete set of Office controls
including shortcut bar and
report grid.

Visual Studio .NET docking
Popular design and visual styles
are available including Visual
Studio .NET style docking stickers.

ContourCube V4.0

Enhanced docking logic
Sophisticated docking algorithms
provide endless layouts and
possibilities for presenting data
and organizing desktops.

Embedded business functions
A rich library of business functions
and statistical algorithms is
included like trends, time variance,
weighted averages.

Wrapping long strings
Text wrapping mode makes
reports more visible and valuable
for users who work with reports
containing long strings.

Dynamic captions and filter area
wrapping
Shows the selected value, so filters
behave just like dropdown lists.

• X
 treme Command Bars features an Office 2007 style ribbon bar

• Comprises many popular business and statistical algorithms

• E asily theme your application with SkinFramework for .NET

• Supports fast direct data loading from multiple sources

• N
 ow includes Vista style task dialogs

• Includes XP, Classic and Flat appearance styles with text wrapping

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional
provides Windows developers with a
sophisticated set of components to
give your application a professional,
modern appearance. Codejock Xtreme
Suite Professional combines seven
components, Xtreme CommandBars,
Xtreme Docking Pane, Xtreme Property
Grid, Xtreme Report Control, Xtreme
Calendar, Xtreme ShortcutBar and

Xtreme Task Panel. With Xtreme Suite
Professional you can create enterprise
class applications that incorporate a
full set of highly customizable user
interface components that include
Microsoft Office style toolbars and
menus. Several popular visual styles
are included such as Microsoft Office
XP, Office 2003, Office 2007 and Visual
Studio .NET.

FROM Codejock Software
Product

Price

ContourCube is a high-performance
OLAP component for rapid
development of Internet, client-server
and desktop business intelligence
applications. It provides a highly
dynamic interface for interactive data
analysis, sophisticated analytical,
statistical, reporting and graphing
features. ContourCube can get data
from any data source via ADO, BDE,
ODBC or an unbound data source; just
drop it onto a form within your project,
link it to your data and get the benefits
of OLAP. ContourCube performs OLAP
operations on hundreds of thousands

of records without an OLAP server. It
allows end users to perform OLAP and
statistical analyses using current data
from any relational database. You can
build and print reports interactively simply with a click and drag & drop
(with sub-second response times),
dynamically interact with data: move
rows and columns, filter data,
drill-down, roll-up, pivot table and get
all possible reports from one dataset.
ContourCube makes millions of
calculations simultaneously and shows
new subtotals and totals instantly.

Top 250

Review

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional 2009

53

êêêêê

$379.05

Codejock Xtreme ToolkitPro 2009

59

êêêêê

$379.05

Codejock Xtreme CalendarPro 2009

-

-

$94.05

Codejock Xtreme SkinFramework 2009

-

-

$94.05

Codejock Xtreme CommandBars 2009

-

-

$94.05

Product

Top 250

Review

Price

Codejock Xtreme Controls 2009

-

-

$97.02

ContourCube V4.0

-

êêêê

$742.50

FROM Contour Components

Codejock Xtreme DockingPane 2009

-

-

$94.05

ContourCube Classic Edition V2.0.4

-

êêêê

$206.25

Codejock Xtreme PropertyGrid 2009

-

-

$94.05

Contour CubeMaker V2.0

-

-

$742.50

Codejock Xtreme ReportControl 2009

-

-

$94.05

Contour OLAPBrowser V2.2

-

-

$165.00

Codejock Xtreme ShortcutBar 2009

-

-

$94.05

Contour Business Intelligence (Contour BI) V4.0

-

-

$6,600.00

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Dart Communications

Desaware

Manage, monitor and control network devices
from your .NET applications.

Add a cryptographic licensing system to your .NET
applications.

PowerSNMP for .NET

Desaware Licensing System

Agent
You can create an application with
common SNMP agent functions
such as responding to SNMP
queries.

Desaware Licensing System V1.5

Generate MIB classes
You can generate class code for
MIBs. This functionality is also
built into the Manager and Agent
components.

Trap catching
Create NT services and contol
them via the Windows services
control panel.

Create istallation codes
You can create one or more
installation codes. You can copy
the codes to the clipboard or save
them to disk.

Assemblies
Different types of assemblies
across different products, can all
be licensed with a single licensing
certificate.

• M
 essages can be constructed using no security, authentication only,
or authentication and privacy with SNMPv3

• Supports timed demo installations and server activation

• A
 MIB compiler dynamically loads MIB files at runtime

• License an unlimited number of applications at no extra cost

PowerSNMP for .NET is a family of
.NET classes and components used
to manage network devices and
remote management information.
Full support for SNMPv1, SNMPv2,
SNMPv3 and ASN.1 standards provide
interoperability with enterprise
devices. The Manager and Agent
components provide for message
transport and a suite of supporting

Desaware Licensing System is a
cryptographic based licensing system
for .NET. It is designed for component
licensing per server/machine and
is extremely easy to use. It can
be configured for both moderate
and high security scenarios. Using
unique security features in the .NET
Framework such as strong named
assemblies and XML signatures, the

• No hidden files, registry entries or background services needed

classes provide MIB information,
encoding & decoding and encryption
& decryption. MIB files can be parsed
and imported into C# and Visual Basic
projects to provide full intellisense
support.
A MIB compiler dynamically loads MIB
files at runtime to generate new classes
and objects on demand.

FROM Dart Communications
Product

Desaware Licensing System relies
on end to end 128 bit cryptographic
techniques, avoiding the use of
hidden files, registry entries and other
traditional licensing schemes.
Desaware Licensing System also
includes an activation Web service,
with a management application (with
source).

FROM Desaware

Top 250

Review

Price

PowerTCP FTP for .NET V3.0.4

48

-

$287.04

PowerSNMP for .NET V1.2.1

195

-

$1,371.02

PowerWEB File Upload for ASP.NET V1.1.11

239

êêêêê

$244.02

PowerTCP Mail for ActiveX V2.9.4

-

-

$479.04

PowerTCP Zip Compression for .NET V2.01

-

-

PowerTCP Web Enterprise for ActiveX V1.8.3

-

PowerTCP Sockets for .NET V1.1.1
PowerTCP Mail for .NET V3.0.3

Product

Top 250

Review

200

êêêêê

$1,465.10

Desaware NT Service Toolkit V2.0

-

êêêêê

$489.02

CAS/Tester V1.0

-

-

$391.02

Desaware ActiveX Gallimaufry V2.0

-

-

$143.04

$287.04

Desaware File Property Component V1.0

-

-

$77.42

-

$479.04

Desaware NT Service Toolkit .NET Edition V2.0

-

-

$479.04

-

-

$239.04

Desaware Universal .NET 2006

-

-

$636.02

-

-

$474.05

Desaware Universal COM 2006

-

-

$636.02

PowerTCP Web for ActiveX V1.8.4

-

-

$239.04

Event Log Toolkit V1.0

-

-

$146.02

PowerWEB TextBox for ASP.NET V3.1.4

-

êêêê

$239.04

SpyWorks V8.0

-

êêêêê

$479.04

Desaware Licensing System V1.5

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Application select
You can select and work on
any application from a list of
applications defined on the
current server.

www.componentsource.com

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

Price
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PowerSNMP for .NET V1.2.1

DEVPIA

Dundas Software

Add the ability to upload files to your Web
applications.

Enhance your reports in SQL Reporting Services.

DEXTUpload .NET Pro V3.6

Dundas Chart for Reporting Services V2.2

BEST SELLER

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

DEXTUpload .NET Pro

Single and Multiple Uploads
DEXTUpload.NET allows you to
upload single and multiple files.

Dundas Chart for Reporting Services

Upload Progress
You can display a custom progress
bar during the upload process.

Watermarking and Image
Format
You can upload and watermark
images and change image formats
on the fly.

• A
 llows uploads of upto 2GB files

Visual Appearance
Every chart area can be
customized to suit your needs.

Enhanced Formula Support
You can quickly and easily create
sophisticated financial and
statistical charts.

Custom Labels
Apply custom angles, fonts and
colors to labels to achieve added
levels of customization to charts.

• U
 se of optimized parsing algorithm makes uploading speed even faster

• Chart types include 2D and 3D line, Spline, step line, bar, stacked bar, area, pie,
range, polar, Gantt, funnel, etc.

• A
 ble to upload files to a database via a BLOB (Binary Large Object)

• Scripting ability lets you write C# or VB.NET code against the charts object model

DEXTUpload.NET Pro is a component
that supports file downloads and
uploads between a Web browser and
an IIS Web server. It observes Internet
standards (RFC 1867) and can be used
in Microsoft ASP.NET.

Dundas Chart for Reporting Services
is based on the Dundas Chart for
.NET engine, it gives IT professionals
working with Reporting Services
access to an arsenal of new features
and chart types. You can instantly
enhance reports with advanced
charting visualizations, analysis
capabilities and more.

DEXTUpload .NET Pro is HTTP-based
and uploads files from Web browsers
to a Web server quickly and efficiently.
DEXTUpload .NET Pro overcomes
the limitations of ASP.NET uploading
(inconsistency for high capacity file
uploads, server overloads and safety,
etc.). It is written in C# and provides
you with improved upload speeds and

stability. During upload and download
you can invoke a progress window
automatically without installing any
other software. The pop-up progress
window shows you uploading speed,
file size, uploaded file size and time
remaining. It can also be customized
by using progress objects.
DEXTUpload .NET Pro also allows
you to watermark uploaded images
and convert uploaded images to
thumbnails. It supports various file
conversion formats (BMP, JPG, GIF etc.)
and it provides detailed information
about image files.

FROM DEVPIA
Product

Price

Dundas Chart for Reporting Services
is also very easy to incorporate into
reports and easy to use. Like any other
reporting control, it is integrated
directly within the Visual Studio
Toolbox, side by side with the native
controls. It has interfaces that are
familiar and easy to navigate to make
the learning curve very minimal.

FROM Dundas Software
Product

Top 250

Review

Dundas Chart for ASP.NET Professional Edition V6.2

28

-

$671.04

Price

Dundas Chart for Reporting Services V2.2

29

-

$1,959.02

Dundas Chart for Windows Forms Professional Edition V6.2

39

-

$671.04

Dundas Reporting Services Dashboard Bundle

45

-

$2,449.02

Dundas Gauge for Reporting Services V1.5

79

-

$1,959.02

Dundas Chart for ASP.NET Enterprise Edition V6.2

85

-

$2,879.04

162

êêêêê

Top 250

Review

DEXTUpload .NET Pro V3.6

-

-

$338.00

Dundas Gauge for .NET V2.1

DEXTUpload Pro V3.2.1

-

-

$299.00

Dundas Calendar for Reporting Services V1.6

-

-

$1,959.02

DEXTUploadJ V1.0.4.3

-

-

$377.00

Dundas Chart for SharePoint V2.0

-

-

$1,959.02

DEXTUploadX V2.5.1

-

-

$377.00

Dundas Chart for Windows Forms Enterprise Edition V6.2

-

-

$1,919.04

$671.04

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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InfoSoft Global

Janus Systems

Create real-time animated Flash-based charts for
the Web.

Add Outlook style interfaces to your .NET
applications.

FusionCharts V3.0

Janus WinForms Controls Suite V3.5

NEW RELEASE

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

FusionCharts

Chart interaction
FusionCharts features a true 3D
chart that supports dynamic
rotation, scaling, camera angles
and lighting angles.

BEST SELLER

Janus WinForms Controls Suite

Dragable chart + JavaScript
You can visually modify figures on
the chart and then submit data to
local JavaScript functions present
on the same page.

Integration
Seamlessly bind with JavaScript/
AJAX to let you update charts on
the client side, without invoking
any page refreshes.

Office 2007
Janus WinForms Controls Suite
offers Office 2007 visual style for
all controls included in the suite.

Janus Schedule Control for .NET
Present appointments and
related owners in different views,
representing Days, WorkWeeks,
Weeks and Months.

Ribbon Component
Janus WinForms Controls Suite
includes a Ribbon control.

• Works with any scripting language and runs on all major browsers

• Includes Outlook style grid, calendar view, journal, Ribbon and shortcut bar

• N
 o external ActiveX control or component required to render charts

• Supports snap lines, base lines, ImageList keys and more

• A
 utoFit allows charts to be easily resized to any width and height

• Unbound mode in GridEX allows you to populate rows using AddItem method

FusionCharts is a Flash charting
component that can be used to render
data-driven & animated charts for
your Web applications. FusionCharts
allows you to create interactive and
professional looking charts quickly and
easily. It includes the following chart
types: column 3D/2D, pie, dougnhut,
line, area, stacked, combination charts,
bubble, XY Plot and scroll charts. With
FusionCharts, you can update charts on
client side, invoke JavaScript functions
as hotspot links or make dynamic
calls for XML data to server without
involving any page refreshes.

Janus WinForms Controls Suite
consists of 100% .NET managed code
components that are designed to
provide user interfaces for Microsoft
.NET Smart Client applications
patterned after Microsoft Outlook.
Janus WinForms Controls Suite
contains Janus GridEX for .NET
(Outlook Grid), Janus Schedule
for .NET (Outlook Calendar View),
Janus Timeline Control for .NET
(Outlook Journal), Janus ButtonBar
Control for .NET and ExplorerBar
Controls for .NET (Outlook Shortcut

All the charts are rendered at client
side using the widely installed Adobe
Flash Platform. The server is just
responsible for streaming the pre-built
SWF files and your XML data files to the
end viewers.
It can be used with any Web scripting
languages like .NET, ASP, JSP, PHP,
ColdFusion, Ruby on Rails, to deliver
interactive and eye catching Flash
charts. You do not need to know
anything about Flash to use
FusionCharts and since it uses XML as
its data source, it works with any
database.

Bar), Janus CommandManager (Menus
and Toolbars), Janus PanelManager
(Outlook / VS.NET panes), Janus
TabControl (tab control) and Janus
Ribbon for .NET (Office 2007 style
Ribbon bar). Janus GridEX for .NET
is a data-aware, fully editable grid
component that can be bound to any
table in a dataset or to any other data
source that supports IList, ITypedList
or IBindingList interfaces. Janus GridEX
for .NET does not sacrifice any group,
sort or filter capabilities, when it is
bound.

FROM Janus Systems
FROM InfoSoft Global
Product

Product

Top 250

Review

4

êêêêê

$757.44

Janus Web ASP.NET Server Controls Suite V3.0

66

-

$661.44

Janus UI Controls for .NET V3.5

135

-

$431.04

$195.02

Janus GridEX for .NET V3.5

158

êêêê

$469.44

-

$195.02

Janus GridEX 2000b

175

êêêêê

$315.84

-

$195.02

Janus Schedule and Timeline Controls for .NET V3.5

-

-

$431.04

Top 250

Review

Price

FusionCharts V3.0.7

49

-

$195.02

FusionCharts Bundled Packs

47

-

$489.02

FusionCharts PowerCharts V3.0.5

128

-

FusionWidgets V3.0.2

-

FusionMaps V3.0.2

-

Janus WinForms Controls Suite V3.5

Price

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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LEAD Technologies

Nevron

Build powerful document imaging into your
applications.

A powerful, flexible and extensible charting
component for Windows Forms and ASP.NET.

LEADTOOLS Document Imaging SDK V16.0

Nevron Chart for .NET Enterprise Q2 2008

NEW RELEASE

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

LEADTOOLS Document Imaging SDK

NEW RELEASE

Nevron Chart for .NET (Windows Forms and ASP.NET)

Annotation Stamps
Stamp documents to indicate
status.

Document Cleanup
Remove erronious marks from
scanned documents .

Clickable Events
Add buttons to the document,
which trigger events (e.g. play
.wav files).

• F eatures include image processing, scanning, color conversion, display,
compression, multi-format import/export, printing and database imaging

Customization and 3D Support
Nevron Chart introduces advanced
customization and 3D Charting
support.

• Includes scrollable axes, integrated legend, chart annotations, watermarks and a
extensible chart layout manager

document image clean-up including
hole-punch, line removal, high speed
TWAIN scanning and JBIG, JBIG2 and
ABIC compression.
Additional features can be added
to LEADTOOLS Document Imaging
SDK including: ICR, OCR, OMR, Forms
processing & recognition, raster PDF,
JPIP and barocdes.

Nevron Chart for .NET has been
designed from the ground up to
be extensible, efficient and feature
rich. This allows it to wrap a vast
amount of features in an intuitive and
straightforward programming model.
Nevron Chart for .NET can display
virtually any 2D or 3D chart including:
bar, line, step line, area, pie, point,

FROM LEAD Technologies
Product

Nevron Financial Charting
Nevron has introduced Statistical
and Financial functions to allow
better understanding of the data
with presentation quality.

• Includes many chart types and circular/radial/linear gauges

• N
 ow features improved performance, 64-bit support and more
LEADTOOLS Document Imaging SDK
lets you develop powerful document
imaging applications. Features include
comprehensive annotations (text,
highlights, sticky notes, stamps &
more) and specialized bitonal image
display & processing such as scale-togray and favor-black. Other features
include performance and memory
optimizations for bitonal images,

Professional Quality
Nevron Chart for .NET will allow
you to produce professional
presentation quality with stunning
visual effects.

bubble, stock, floating bar, radar, polar,
high low, mesh surface, grid surface,
shape, smooth line, floating bar, Venn
and error with many variations (like
scatter XY and XYZ line, stacked bars
etc.). The component features full
Visual Studio design time support
with many advanced features like style
editors, allowing you to quickly modify
the chart only using its visual interface.

FROM Nevron
Top 250

Review

Price

124

-

$945.25

LEADTOOLS Document Imaging SDK V16.0

-

-

$2,370.25

LEADTOOLS Imaging SDK V16.0

-

-

$470.25

LEADTOOLS 1D Barcode Module V16.0

-

-

$660.25

LEADTOOLS 2D Barcode Module V16.0

-

-

LEADTOOLS Dicom PACS Module V16.0

-

LEADTOOLS ePrint API V5.0

Top 250

Review

Nevron Chart for .NET Enterprise Q2 2008

31

-

$871.22

Nevron .NET Vision Enterprise Q2 2008

159

-

$1,557.22

Nevron Diagram for .NET Enterprise Q2 2008

229

êêêêê

$871.22

Nevron User Interface Suite for .NET Enterprise Q2 2008

-

êêêêê

$528.22

$1,420.25

Nevron 3DChart ActiveX V7.1

-

-

$675.22

-

$3,320.25

Nevron .NET Vision Professional Q2 2008

-

-

$969.22

-

-

$1,662.50

Nevron Chart for .NET Professional Q2 2008

-

êêêêê

$577.22

LEADTOOLS Forms Recognition Module V16.0

-

-

$945.25

Nevron Chart for .NET Lite Q2 2008

-

-

$293.02

LEADTOOLS ICR Module V16.0

-

-

$1,420.25

Nevron Diagram for .NET Professional Q2 2008

-

-

$577.22

LEADTOOLS Medical Imaging SDK V16.0

-

-

$3,596.00

Nevron User Interface Suite for .NET Professional Q2 2008

-

-

$361.62

LEADTOOLS Imaging Pro SDK V16.0

Product

Price
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Syncfusion

The Imaging Source

Accelerate WinForms, WPF and ASP.NET
development with 150+ components.

Read, edit and create documents in formats like
MS Word DOCX, DOC, RTF, PDF, HTML and XML.

Syncfusion Essential Studio Enterprise 2009

TX Text Control .NET Enterprise Edition V14.0

NEW RELEASE

BEST SELLER

Outlook 2007 UI
Create applications with the latest
UI patterns and paradigms in both
Windows Forms and ASP.NET.

TX Text Control .NET

Word 2007 UI
Create a Windows Forms
application recreating the Office
2007 look and feel using the
Ribbon controls.

Numerous chart types
Includes support for Enterprise
quality chart creation capabilities
with all the chart types you can
think of.

Character and paragraph
formatting
Supports both paragraph and
character based styles, as well as
multiple style inheritance.

Bullets and numbered lists
Provides comprehensive support
for bullets and numbered lists.

• I ncludes grids, docking, charting, diagramming, PDF & Office reporting and
scheduling

• Standardized WYSIWYG interface supports drag and drop

• 1
 year of support and updates; no royalties, runtimes, or server fees

• Provides full integration with Visual Studio 2005/2008

Syncfusion Essential Studio Enterprise
is a dynamic and feature rich suite that
has everything developers need to
create Enterprise-class applications. It
includes Essential Tools (a collection
of user interface controls including
Vista style controls, docking windows,
etc), Essential Grid (fully customizable
grid with extensive Excel like feature
set), Essential Grouping (a high

TX Text Control .NET is available in
Standard, Professional and Enterprise
editions and is a royalty-free word
processing control that offers
developers a broad range of word
processing features in one reusable
component. TX Text Control .NET
includes the ability to export all
documents to print-ready Adobe PDF
documents without any third-party

• Supported formats include DOC, DOCX, RTF, TXT, HTML, CSS, XML and PDF

performance grouping engine that can
group any list of data), Essential XlsIO
(a component that can read and write
Microsoft Excel files), Essential Diagram
(develop Visio like interactive 2D
graphics & diagramming applications),
Essential Chart (business chart
component with a unique point based
styles architecture) and much more.

FROM Syncfusion
Product
Syncfusion Essential Studio Enterprise 2009 Volume 1

software. The fully programmable
component supports nested tables,
document sections, images, text
frames, drag and drop, headers and
footers, bulleted and numbered lists
and MS Word compatible mail merge
fields for database applications. Typical
applications include mail merge, PDF
creation, document conversion or
WYSIWYG word processing.

FROM The Imaging Source
Top 250

Review

Price

15

êêêêê

$1,269.10

Product

Top 250

Review

TX Text Control .NET Enterprise Edition V14.0

19

-

$2,158.20

Price

Syncfusion Essential Studio WPF Edition 2009 Volume 1

191

êêêêê

$975.10

TX Text Control .NET Professional Edition V14.0

26

-

$1,034.10

Syncfusion Essential Grid 2009 Volume 1

248

-

$583.10

TX Text Control .NET Server V14.0

67

-

$2,938.04

Syncfusion Essential DocIO 2009 Volume 1

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control Bundle Professional Edition V14.0

217

-

$1,714.02

Syncfusion Essential Diagram 2009 Volume 1

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control .NET Standard Edition V14.0

-

-

$494.10

Syncfusion Essential Calculate 2009 Volume 1

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Standard Edition V14.0

-

-

Syncfusion Essential Chart 2009 Volume 1

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Professional Enterprise V14.0

-

êêêê

$1,034.10

Syncfusion Essential Edit 2009 Volume 1

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Enterprise/XML Edition V14.0

-

-

$2,158.20

Syncfusion Essential Gauge 2008

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Server V14.0

-

-

$2,938.04

Syncfusion Essential Grouping 2008

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control Bundle Enterprise Edition V14.0

-

-

$3,526.04

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Headers and footers
End-users can use the same
header and footer throughout a
document.

www.componentsource.com
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Syncfusion Essential Studio

.NETXPERT

Xceed Software

InfoScope V2.5

Xceed DataGrid for WPF V3.0

Easily post InfoPath forms to a
Web server.

Widely adopted, mature, powerful and fast WPF
datagrid.

• Interoperable with all kinds of .NET
based Enterprise solutions
•W
 indows SharePoint Services (WSS)
Support
InfoScope

InfoScope is an InfoPath run time
engine that enables users who don’t
have InfoPath to use InfoPath forms
through a Web browser. InfoScope
enables inputs and updates of data
within InfoPath, and makes the
entire process interoperable with a
back end system via a Web browser.
InfoScope provides Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) which meets
various different types of complicated
business requirements through .NET
technology. This enables customers
and/or partners to integrate into
your business processes via online

Xceed DataGrid for WPF

electronic forms.
InfoScope also provides an InfoScope
SharePoint Web Part Control. It’s a
real InfoPath form not a Web page.
No roundtrip and no modification.
Just publish and you are ready to use
InfoPath. Since InfoScope is autoinstalled to clients, you won’t meet
deployment issues.
InfoScope also enables Web pages to
catch events so that you can develop
Web applications using InfoPath forms.

FROM .NETXPERT
Top 250

Review

130

-

InfoScope V2.5

Table view
Create groups, reorder colums,
edit, resize, sort, filter and more.

Card view
In Card view, data records are
presented as individual 2D cards.

Printing
Built-in printing and XPS exporting
capabilities are provided.

ToolTipsFactory for .NET V1.2

• Includes four types of tooltip
controls; SingleLine, MultiLine, Image
and Animation

• C
 omplete source code is available in the Blueprint Edition
and column widths supporting star
values; custom sorting; statistics rows
and functions; automatic Excel-like
end-user filtering; and fixed columns.

• All layout elements are fully
customizable in code or through
Visual Studio

Xceed DataGrid for WPF supports UI
virtualization, even when grouping
data, so only elements currently in
view are created and kept, meaning
faster loading time, uses less memory.

ToolTipsFactory for .NET is a set of
components designed to add visually
and functionally sophisticated ToolTips
to Windows Forms applications.
These components give application
developers the possibility to add really
dynamic tooltips to their applications,
with single or multi-line text, images or
even animations as content. They also
give programmers full control over size
and layout of the ToolTip’s background,
border and behavior.

FROM Xceed Software
Product

Abstraction Systems
Advanced, single/multi-line
text, image and animated
image tooltips.

• I ncludes: hierarchical master-detail; 12 flexible editors; column stretching;
custom sorting; automatic Excel-like end-user filtering and fixed columns

Xceed DataGrid for WPF (Windows
Presentation Foundation) is a grid
control that in addition to traditional
table and card views like Vista, XP,
Media Center, or classic styles, allows
you to present and edit data in 3D
layouts. Features include: hierarchical
master-detail; 12 flexible, themed/
themable editors; an interactive
Cardflow 3D view; column stretching

Top 250

Review

Xceed Data Manipulation Suite 2008 v3

35

êêêêê

$636.95

Price

Xceed DataGrid for WPF V3.0

151

-

$636.95

Xceed Ultimate Suite

157

êêêê

$767.95

Xceed Zip for .NET V3.7

206

-

$391.95

Xceed Zip Compression Library ActiveX V6.1

-

-

$391.95

Xceed FTP for .NET CF V3.7

-

-

$293.95

If you are creating multi-line tooltips
the number of lines is only limited by

Xceed Absolute Packager V1.1

-

-

$47.45

Xceed Activities for WF (Workflow Foundation) V1.2

-

-

$489.95

Xceed Chart for .NET V4.2

-

-

$489.95

Product

Xceed Chart for ASP.NET V4.2

-

-

$489.95

ToolTipsFactory for .NET V1.2

www.componentsource.com

ToolTipsFactory for .NET

the size of the selected font and the
vertical screen resolution. If you prefer
images in your tooltip, ToolTips Factory
for .NET provides icons, photographs,
dynamically created drawings etc.
The images can be assigned at design
time in Visual Studio .NET, loaded or
dynamically created at runtime by the
application.
ToolTipsFactory for .NET is 100%
managed code and includes full
Visual Studio integration and designer
support. Plus it can also be integrated
with other third party .NET controls.

FROM Abstraction Systems

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Price
$2,000.00

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

Top 250

Review

Price

-

êêêê

$287.04
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Product

ActsOne

AG-TECH

Add diverse Adobe Flex UI
functionality to your Web site.

Fast, easy to program access
to Pervasive.SQL databases
from .NET.

• I ncludes grid, grouping, tree,
totaling, calculation, input, menus,
navigation features and more

• Provides direct access to Pervasive’s
transactional interface from within
.NET

• E xtends Flex component functions

• Extended class enables maximum
performance when searching
Pervasive data

BlueOne Components V2.0

Btrieve Classes for .NET V3.0

BlueOne Components

and Flash reporting and supports an
integrated Web UI as well as an
easy-to-use editing environment.
Other features include: skin and
interface generation an extended
textbox, easy data grid cell extending,
performance implementation,
automatic cell calculation, cell
drill-down functions, column splits,
MDI (Multiple Document Interface
Window) and an extended tree &
button control.

Btrieve Classes for .NET is a set of .NET
database access support classes that
enable fast, easy to program access
from .NET programs to Pervasive.SQL
databases via the Btrieve API. As such
they greatly help developers looking
to write .NET programs accessing data
in Pervasive.SQL databases or those
looking to migrate existing pre-.NET
Btrieve/Pervasive applications to .NET.

This product includes two types of
class library the first (DDF Class) is
specifically designed for the .NET
Framework and is composed of classes
that enable smart and efficient access
to column data and definition of data
type conversion code. The second type
of class (Native Class) provides Btrieve
API level access from .NET managed
code.

Btrieve Classes for .NET performs with
greater efficiency and hence is faster
than ADO.NET or Pervasive’s OLE DB
provider.

Btrieve Classes for .NET includes full
support for Pervasive PSQL v9 and
Visual Studio 2005/2008.

FROM ActsOne
Product
BlueOne Components V2.0

FROM AG-TECH
Top 250

Review

-

-

Price
$949.05

Antenna House

Convert Office 2007 and
many other formats to PDF
on a Server.

Product

• M
 S Office documents and PDF
documents can be converted into
PEG, PNG, XPS, PDF, SVG, INX formats

• Memory friendly even for huge
numbers of uploaded files and can
allow both multiple and single file
selection

Rainbow PDF Server Based Converter

mail system for example, Microsoft
Office documents can be displayed
and converted even in environments
where Microsoft Office is not installed
or operating.
As all file conversions are performed
entirely within Antenna House’s direct
creation engine, there is no need for
Adobe or Microsoft licenses.

Aurigma Image Uploader is an ActiveX
control for IE which lets you upload
images and other files in a very user
friendly way. It is a client-side ActiveX
control which allows you to upload
and navigate through the images on a
client computer, perform basic image
processing (generate thumbnails,
rotate), edit descriptions of images
and then upload them to a server. It

FROM Antenna House

Price
$764.40

NEW RELEASE

Aurigma Image Uploader

dramatically increases the efficiency
of uploading images to a server
compared to standard input type=’file’
elements. Non-image files can also be
uploaded. It retrieves data from the
server in standard multipart/form-data
format, so files can be handled by any
script or platform: ASP, ASP.NET, Perl,
PHP, ColdFusion, JSP, etc.

FROM Aurigma
Top 250

Review

Price

Rainbow PDF Server Based Converter V2.0

-

-

$1,960.00

OfficeHTMLFilter V1.1

-

-

WordMLToFO Stylesheet

-

-

XML Editor V3.2

-

-

$47.04

XSL Formatter Lite V4.2

-

-

$1,470.00

Product

Top 250

Review

Aurigma Image Uploader ActiveX V5.5

-

-

$180.32

$980.00

Aurigma Image Uploader Dual V5.5

-

-

$293.02

$196.00

Aurigma Image Uploader Java V5.5

-

-

$180.32

Aurigma PhotoEditor V2.0

-

-

$391.02

Graphics Mill V5.0

-

-

$1,273.02

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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-

An easy and convenient way
to add Image uploading
functionality to your site.

NEW RELEASE

• Ideal for digital photo print ordering
sites

Product

Review

-

Aurigma Image Uploader ActiveX V5.5

• S upports streaming input/output for
easy system integration

By using Rainbow PDF Server Based
Converter in a groupware or Web

Top 250

Btrieve Classes for .NET V3.0

Aurigma

Rainbow PDF Server Based Converter V2.0

Rainbow PDF Server Based Converter
is a high-speed file converter that can
create standard forms such as PDF or
SVG from Microsoft Office documents.
You can convert to JPEG, PNG, XPS,
PDF, SVG, INX from Word, Excel and
PowerPoint files.

Btrieve Classes for .NET

www.componentsource.com

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

Price
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BlueOne Components are custom
UI components, developed by
ActsOne using Action Script 3.0, with
rich functions to make Adobe Flex
applications more useful. BlueOne
Components showcases many
effective, easy-to-use, rich components
such as BlueDataGrid, Blue MDI
Window and BluePanel. BlueDataGrid
in particular has many functions
including multi header, data merging,
tree datagrid, OLAP grid, Excel export,
totaling and sub totaling features.
BlueOne Components includes
support for Flex based PDF, Word

NEW RELEASE

BCGSoft

Bennet-Tec Information Systems

Create Office, Visual Studio
and IE style user interfaces.

Give your application support
for the creation, editing, and
displaying of Metafiles.

• I ncludes a customizable Office 2007
style Ribbon control

• Full support for Object Oriented
editing: moving objects, sizing,
change colors and other attributes

BCGControlBar Library Professional V10.2

MetaDraw ActiveX V3.1

• I ncludes more than 200 well
designed, tested MFC extension
classes

• Save/Load pictures to/from database
fields
BCGControlBar Library

BCGControlBar library Professional
has more than 200 (Ribbon, toolbar,
menu, calendar, grid, editor, gantt and
many others) thoroughly designed,
tested and fully documented MFC
extension classes which can be easily
incorporated into your application to
save you hundreds of development
and debugging hours. It includes
advanced features such as detachable
tab panes, auto hide panes, new

MetaDraw

docking algorithms (similar to those
introduced in Microsoft Visual Studio
and Microsoft Visio), text editor with
syntax highlighting and IntelliSensestyle support, Office-style calendar,
professional grids and much more.
BCGControlBar Library Professional
license includes Source code and a free
one year subscription.

MetaDraw is a special purpose
picturebox/image editing component.
It is an Object Oriented image
component for multimedia, image
editing/annotation, etc. MetaDraw
allows you to create, edit, display
and save pictures built from a set of
graphic objects. To your application, it
looks like a standard picturebox, but it
offers unique support for metafiles - a

graphical format well suited to the
drawing and/or moving of graphical
objects - including the ability to
tag individual graphic objects for
HyperGraphic/HotSpot applications.
You can also use MetaDraw as a
metafile viewer with support for zoom,
scroll and even selective display of
individual elements.

FROM Bennet-Tec Information Systems
FROM BCGSoft

Product

Product

Top 250

Review

Price

Price

MetaDraw ActiveX V3.1

84

êêê

$479.04

-

$685.02

TList WinForms for .Net

-

êêêêê

$391.02

-

$538.02

MetaDraw WinForms for .Net

-

-

$489.02

-

-

$195.02

ALLText HT/Pro V4.5

-

-

$343.00

-

-

$489.02

TBack Pro V2.0

-

-

$147.00

Top 250

Review

BCGControlBar Library Professional V10.2

65

BCGControlBar Library .NET Edition V4.0

-

BCGPEdit (BCGSoft Professional Editor) V9.0
BCGSuite for MFC V1.0

Change Vision

Chant

JUDE V5.4

Chant Developer Workbench 2008

Business process UML
modeling tool.

NEW RELEASE

Comprehensive development
and testing environment for
working with speech.

• E dit model information directly,
without opening dialog boxes

• Generate word pronunciation
phonemes

• S upported diagram types include
Class, UseCase, Sequence,
Collaboration, StateChart, Activity,
Component and Deployment

• Create and edit lexicon using XML

JUDE includes basic features to
make modeling simple and user
friendly. JUDE is suitable for business
use, handling large-sized models
and document creation. It includes
enriched features, such as the ability
to change your view freely using
a map view, zoom by dragging,
unlimited undo/redo, the ability to
output project information to a CSV
file, automatic generation of class
diagrams with model information,
diagram creation guidance and more.
JUDE supports basic UML 1.4 diagrams

NEW RELEASE

• Invoke speaker training
JUDE

Chant Developer Workbench

including: UseCase, Sequence,
Collaboration, Statechart, Activity and
Class (Object/Package/Robustness).
You can lock project files from other
users, set the font for the whole
project file and configure print setting
for each diagram. JUDE also lets you
display multilingual aliases (e.g. English
and Japanese) on diagrams, export
diagrams to RTF and HTML documents
and generate Class diagrams from
Class files.

FROM Change Vision

you can: create and edit grammars in
native grammar syntax, generate word
pronunciation phonemes, compile and
debug grammars, manage lexicons,
create and edit lexicon using XML,
generate and edit word pronunciation
phonemes, import and export lexicon
word pronunciations, manage speaker
profiles, enumerate speaker profiles for
selection and more.

FROM Chant
Product

Top 250

Review

Chant Developer Workbench 2008

-

-

$881.02

Price

Chant GrammarKit V2.0

-

-

$195.02

Chant LexiconKit V2.0

-

-

$195.02

Product

Top 250

Review

JUDE V5.4

149

-

$280.00

Chant ProfileKit V2.0

-

-

$195.02

-

-

$200.00

Chant VoiceMarkupKit V2.0

-

-

$195.02

TRICHORD V1.3.3

Price

Chant Developer Workbench is
comprised of tools and components
for developing software that speaks
and listens. As an interactive toolset,
it provides a development and testing
environment for working with the
component libraries and the speech
technology objects they manage.
Within the Chant Developer
Workbench interactive environment,

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

www.componentsource.com
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Compuware

ComponentArt

TestPartner V6.1

ComponentArt Web.UI for ASP.NET AJAX 2008.2
Advanced user interface suite
of ASP.NET AJAX controls.

NEW RELEASE

ComponentArt Web.UI for ASP.NET
includes 22 user interface controls for
the development of sophisticated Web
applications. It includes the following
AJAX controls: Calendar, CallBack,
ComboBox, Dialog, Editor, Grid, Menu,
MultiPage, NavBar, Rotator, SiteMap,
Snap, SpellCheck, Splitter, TreeView,
Upload and WebChart Lite. All controls
are built on the client-side component

• Collaborate throughout the software
development lifecycle

ComponentArt Web.UI for ASP.NET AJAX

model introduced by ASP.NET AJAX,
exposing JavaScript APIs that allow full
client-side programmatic control over
any part of the user interface.
ComponentArt Web.UI controls are
designed for and have been tested
with all modern browsers like Internet
Explorer (IE), Firefox, Mozilla, Opera
or Safari.

TestPartner is an automated testing
tool that accelerates functional testing
and facilitates the delivery of businesscritical applications. TestPartner’s Visual
Navigator makes testing accessible to
even novice users, allowing virtually
anyone to be immediately productive.
Within the Visual Navigator, you access
panes that provide a preview of each
screen being tested, the pertinent test

Top 250

Review

34

-

$6,575.80

DevPartner for Visual C++ BoundsChecker Suite V9.0

58

-

$4,527.60

DevPartner Java Edition V4.3

-

-

$2,587.20

$783.02

DevPartner Studio V9.0

-

êêêêê

$7,761.60

$783.02

Optimal Trace V5.1

-

-

$2,587.20

Review

ComponentArt Web.UI for ASP.NET AJAX 2008.2

81

êêêêê

ComponentArt Charting for .NET 2009.1

-

-

$1,469.02

ComponentArt SqlChart for Reporting Services 2009.1

-

-

$783.02

ComponentArt WebChart for ASP.NET 2009.1

-

-

ComponentArt WinChart for .NET 2009.1

-

-

Price
$783.02

Product

Crownwood Software

Cybele Software

Create Microsoft Office style
applications in minutes.

Easily add remote support to
your applications.

• P
 rovide Visual Studio style docking
windows with docking indicators

• Access any PC, anywhere

DotNetMagic V6.0

• Extend Microsoft Remote Desktop
and Microsoft Remote Assistance
• Multi-viewer presentation
DotNetMagic

SupportSmith

Studio .NET. The window docking
features include: edge docking,
floating, pinnable, sliding auto hide
and hide & show. The customizable
Tree control includes: none, single or
multi-select modes, support for XP
Themes, groups & list style and full
color customization.
Full source code, 12 months of updates
and 12 months email support is
included. Visual Studio 2005/2008
compatible. C# and VB.NET samples
included.

FROM Crownwood Software
Product
DotNetMagic V6.0

Price

SupportSmith V1.5

• T abbedGroups control provides
flexible, customizable MDIs

DotNetMagic user interface library
provides Office 2007 style rendering
including the blue, silver and black
Office schemes. It also has a docking
window system that offers all the
features found in Visual Studio .NET.
It mimics the appearance of Visual
Studio .NET and features; multiple
content in same row or column,
multiple content inside same docking
window, the ability to restore windows
in same row or column and an auto
hide capability. The TabbedGroups
control provides a similar ability to
organize documents as found in Visual

steps for each one and a storyboard
view that ties it all together. As each
step is selected, the corresponding
control within the screen preview is
highlighted, which clearly defines the
automation context. Additionally, each
test step has related properties that
can be modified by the user or even
populated via a data file to facilitate
fully data-driven testing.

TestPartner V6.1

Top 250

• I ncludes a high performance,
scalable tree control

TestPartner

FROM Compuware

FROM ComponentArt
Product

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

BEST SELLER

• Leverage non-technical as well
as experienced testers to test
applications more thoroughly in the
time available

• D
 elivers fast, lightweight and
feature-rich user interfaces
• P
 owerful client-side API featuring
Microsoft AJAX library syntax allows
for total control over structure and
data, with persistence to the server

Build tests without any
programming.

Top 250

Review

-

êêêêê

Price
$391.02

SupportSmith SDK is a set of ActiveX,
.NET ready components to integrate
the SupportSmith architecture into
your applications. SupportSmith allows
you to add live remote customer
support to your solutions or create
plugins for the SupportSmith client.
It also provides you with secure
SSH2-enabled firewall/NAT-friendly
communication infrastructure suitable

for many other peer-to-peer
communication scenarios. The
program sets up a chat session
between you and your customers,
without the need for your customers to
install software.
Customers download and execute
a tiny module that establishes an
Internet-based connection.

FROM Cybele Software
Product

Top 250

Review

z/Scope Web-to-Host V6.1

54

-

$104.81

Price

SupportSmith SDK V1.5

-

-

$982.16

z/Scope Express 3270 V6.1

-

-

$67.62

SupportSmith Application V1.5

-

-

$435.91

TN BRIDGE Host Integration Pack .NET 2.0 V3.5

-

-

$2,242.24

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Data Techniques

DataDirect Technologies

High performance imaging
and document management.

Comprehensive XML
data transformation and
aggregation toolset.

• S upport for rotation, scaling,
antialiasing, sharpening, adjusting
color/brightness/gamma, cropping,
merging and more

• Includes synchronized visual XML
editing views, Sense:X, integrated
XML validator, XML differencing,
and more

ImageMan.Net V1.55

• I ncludes WinForms viewer and
thumbnail control
ImageMan.Net toolkit is a set of 100%
managed .NET classes and WinForms
controls for building imaging and
document management applications
in .NET.
ImageMan.Net supports reading and
writing many image formats including
TIFF, BMP, FAX, DIB, RLE, PCX, DCX, JPG,
JPEG2000, PNG, GIF, WMF, EMF and

Stylus Studio® XML Enterprise Suite 2008

• Supports visual XQuery editing,
mapping and debugging

ImageMan.Net

PDF export (Requires optional PDF
Export Addon). The object oriented
architecture simplifies development
and ImageMan.Net includes high
and low level functionality for quick
development and ultimate control.

Stylus Studio XML is an advanced XML
integrated development environment
(XML IDE) consisting of XML tools
and high-performance Java & .NET
components for deploying data
integration applications.

ImageMan.Net includes samples in C#,
Visual Basic .NET for Visual Studio 2003,
2005 and 2008.

Stylus Studio XML includes features
for working with XML, XQuery, XML
Pipeline, XSLT, XSL:FO, EDI, XML
Schema/DTD, XPath, XML & databases,
XHTML, XML mapping, XML publishing
and Web services.

FROM Data Techniques
Product

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

Stylus Studio® XML

Price

Stylus Studio XML also features
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
integration tools for converting
(EDIFACT to XML, X12 to XML),
mapping and deploying advanced
XML data integration applications
which involve read/write access to
legacy EDIFACT and X12 data sources.
It also lets you create XML Schema files
that correspond to the converted EDI
documents.

Top 250

Review

ImageMan.Net V1.55

94

-

$583.10

ImageMan DLL V8.2

201

-

$955.20

Product

Top 250

Review

ImageMan ActiveX V8.6

-

êêêêê

$485.10

Stylus Studio® XML Professional Suite 2008

117

-

$343.00

FaxMan Jr. V2.03

-

êêêêê

$475.20

Stylus Studio® XML Enterprise Suite 2008

188

-

$583.10

FaxMan V4.4

-

-

$763.20

Stylus Studio® XML Academic 2008

-

-

$343.00

DBI Technologies

FROM DataDirect Technologies

dLSoft

Solutions::Schedule for .NET V2.0

dBarcode.NET 2D Universal V3.1

Build team management and
resource planning solutions.

BEST SELLER

Add 2D barcodes to your
.NET project.

• S hare schedule, appointment,
contact, location and task
information

• Supports Aztec, DataMatrix, GS1Databar, Maxicode, PDF417, Micro
PDF and QR code barcodes.

• S upports TimeBar linking, cell-level
formatting, multi-select TimeBar
and more.

• Barcodes may be printed or passed
to any other image-handling
component for saving, copying etc.

Solutions::Schedule for .NET allows
developers to create scheduling
solutions such as those found in
the healthcare or services sector.
Solutions::Schedule .NET includes
intuitive mouse driven scheduling
and planning with Gantt-style project
management features. Other features
include independent cell formatting,
timebar overlap, split and linking

Solutions::Schedule for .NET

styles. You can easily add a visual
reference point for the current date
and time in a schedule by using the
Current Time Line feature. Time lines
extend vertically through the schedule
area and are drawn along the major
time segments. Developers can also
add zoom-in/out capabilities by
programmatically changing the value
of the TimeDistance property.

dBarcode.NET 2D Universal is a
fully-managed-code component for
generating 2D barcode images in
the .NET framework. Barcode images
may be displayed on screen, printed
on a printer, copied to the clipboard
or saved as a graphics file image.
The component includes methods
for saving graphic images as files or
memory streams with a specified

FROM DBI Technologies
Product
Solutions::Schedule for .NET V2.0

Price

dBarcode.NET 2D Universal

resolution in BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIF
or WMF formats, and, for most barcode
types, also generates pattern strings
for developers who wish to draw
their own bars. When creating bitmap
images dBarcode.NET 2D Universal
may be set to adjust the width of the
bars to be an integer number of pixels,
ensuring that the resultant barcode is
of high quality.

FROM dLSoft
Top 250

Review

Price

Product

Top 250

Review

46

-

$969.22

dBarcode.NET Component Universal V3.0

104

-

$232.59

Price

Component Toolbox V7.0

110

êêêê

$383.04

dBarcode.NET 2D Universal V3.1

186

-

$291.10

Solutions::Schedule V8.0

169

êêêêê

$783.02

dBarcode.NET Standard V3.0

-

-

$180.70

Studio Controls R4

-

êêêêê

$863.04

dBarcode.NET PDF417 V3.0

-

-

$232.59

Calendar Tools V3.0

-

-

$239.04

dBarcode-2D DLL - DataMatrix V5.0

-

-

$232.59

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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FOSS Software

Global Majic Software

Create professional, modern
user interfaces for your
Windows applications.

Monitor realtime data in a
flexible gauge.

• M
 icrosoft Office 2000/XP/2003/2007
and Visual Studio 2005/2008
look-and-feel

• Provides a full library of
preconfigured gauge styles

Prof-UIS V2.83

Angular Gauge V3.5

• I ncludes tabbed docking windows,
tab containers, data grid and
property grid controls
Prof-UIS is an easy-to-use MFC
extension library that enables you
to deliver Windows applications
with a professional and user-friendly
interface. More than 200 thoroughly
tested and documented C++ Classes,
templates and interfaces will help you
take the time and complexity out of
incorporating rich and up-to-date GUI
facilities in your projects including:
Office 2000/XP/2003/2007 and Visual

• Over 100 properties available for the
most customized gauge appearance
possible
Prof-UIS

Angular Gauge

Studio 2005/2008 look-and-feel,
ribbons, tabbed docking windows,
tab containers with detachable tabs,
extremely customizable data grid and
property grid controls, customizable
menus, toolbars and keyboard
accelerators, multi profile GUI
persistence and more. Prof-UIS is an
extensible, object-oriented framework
that enables you to easily customize
and extend its functionality.

Angular Gauge is an ActiveX
component that enables you to display
data in a graphical gauge. It includes
a full library of preconfigured gauge
styles to choose from and you can
further customize its appearance
via its extensive set of properties.
Angular Gauge is useful for: factory
instruments, gauges, amperage
meter, analog clock, compass, VU

Meter, automobile instruments, or any
application involving the display of
realtime data.
Properties are available to provide
programmers with full control of scales,
needles, fonts, captions, annulars, and
tics. It provides optional mouse input.
It is even data aware for fast, efficient
database connectivity.

FROM Global Majic Software
Product

Product
Top 250

Review

Price

Angular Gauge V3.5

Review

143

-

$87.22

Price
$440.02

115

-

$289.10

Aircraft ActiveX Library V1.1

-

êêêêê

Elegant Ribbon V3.0

-

-

$142.10

Global Majic Slider V3.5

-

-

$77.42

Elegant Grid V1.3

-

-

$93.10

Linear Gauge V3.5

-

-

$87.22

Prof-UIS Frame Features V1.2

-

-

$191.10

Aircraft Dynamics V1.0

-

-

$244.02

Prof-UIS V2.83

Gravitybox Software

Indigo Rose

Build custom scheduling
functionality into your
applications.

Build professional autorun
CDs, DVDs, presentations and
more.

• C
 omes with 10 different view modes

• Create your own custom software
applications

Gravitybox Schedule V7.5

AutoPlay Media Studio V7.5

• P
 erform cross-window and crossapplication drags of scheduled
appointments

• Integrated CD-R burning eliminates
the need for third-party software

• I n-place editing/read-only property
for appointments

Gravitybox Schedule

• Drag and drop development

Gravitybox Schedule is a COMbased component that can handle
any number of appointments with
color coded categories. Gravitybox
Schedule supports day, object and
combination schedules. It supports any
number of days or objects or both on
either axis with up to 24 hours per day
displayed on the other axis. It allows
for drag-and-drop schedule moves or
copies and includes conflict resolution
routines to determine, eliminate, or
disallow conflicting appointments.

The date and time ranges are
completely configurable. All
appointments are stored in the
ScheduleItems collection and can
be loaded/saved to a database in
one loop. Each appointment can
be associated with a color-coded
category. All categories are configured
with the “Categories” collection. You
can add whichever ones you wish and
associate a color with each. In addition,
each appointment can be associated
with a provider.

AutoPlay Media Studio

FROM Gravitybox Software

AutoPlay Media Studio lets you create
your own custom autorun menus,
interactive presentations, multimedia
applications and custom software in
minutes. You can use your favorite
content such as images, music, video,
Flash, text, and more, by simply
dragging and dropping. Even if you
have no programming experience
you can create your own custom

software with comparable features
and performance to software products
built by professional programmers.
AutoPlay Media Studio is a full blown
rapid application development
platform with a wide selection of
options and support for most popular
technologies. The built in wizards
simplify common tasks like scripting
and publishing.

FROM Indigo Rose
Product
Setup Factory V8.0

Top 250

Review

213

êêêêê

$485.10

Price

Top 250

Review

AutoPlay Media Studio V7.5

-

êêêêê

$387.10

Gravitybox Schedule V7.5

-

êêêêê

$189.05

Visual Patch V3.0

-

-

$485.10

Gravitybox Schedule.NET V5.3

-

-

$244.02

MSI Factory V2.1

-

-

$485.10

Gravitybox WebSchedule.NET V3.8

-

-

$244.02

TrueUpdate V3.0

-

-

$485.10

Product

Price

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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FROM FOSS Software

Iocomp Software

Keyoti

Real-time plotting display for
.NET applications.

Integrate spell checking
functionality into your .NET
applications.

• S upports data with a continuously
incrementing X-value

• Interactive dialog checking

Iocomp .NET WinForms Plot Pack V4.0

RapidSpell Desktop .NET V4.0

• Includes support for 3rd party
components

• I ntelligent AutoScale of axes in
human readable format

Iocomp .Net WinForms Plot Pack
provides power, flexibility and a user
friendly editor to complete all your
plotting requirements. You can zoom
and scroll even while plotting data.
Other features include: unlimited X
and Y axes, unlimited annotations,
unlimited limits, unlimited channels,
unlimited labels, curve fitting, cartesian
axes, visual layout manager, EMF, BMP,

Iocomp .NET WinForms Plot Pack

• Supports add word, change, change
all, ignore, ignore all and smart
suggestion

JPG, and TXT file export, stackable axes,
multiple dataViews, scrolling scales,
high/low, candlestick, bar, fill, symbol
marker, graphic marker, trace line,
interpolated trace and many more data
representations are available.

RapidSpell Desktop .NET allows you
to add “as-you-type” spell checking to
any textual application (email, word
processor etc.) with a couple of lines
of code. It can also be used in non GUI
contexts using its spell checking API.

You can mix and match on the same
channel at the same time and custom
property editors are included.

RapidSpell Desktop .NET provides 3
spelling components; RapidSpellDialog
(dialog based checker control),

FROM Iocomp Software
Product

Review

Iocomp .NET WinForms Plot Pack V4.0

132

-

Iocomp ActiveX/VCL Plot Pack V4.0

Price

Top 250

Review

RapidSpell Desktop .NET V4.0

100

êêêêê

$293.02

RapidSpell Java Web V3

168

-

$681.10

-

-

$1,077.02

Iocomp .NET WinForms Instrumentation Pack Standard V4.0

-

-

$547.82

Iocomp .NET WinForms Ultra Pack V4.0

-

-

$1,665.02

Product

Price

120

-

$195.02

RapidSpell Desktop .NET Dictionaries

-

êêêêê

$147.00

RapidSpell Desktop .NET Thesaurus V1.1

-

êêêêê

$147.00

RapidSpell Java Dictionaries

-

-

$147.00

Lassalle Technologies

Neodynamic

Dynamic interactive
flowcharts and workflow
diagrams.

An advanced barcode
image generator for ASP.NET
WebForms

• A
 dvanced diagram graphics
including tool tips and URL
embedding

• Generate many popular linear and
2D barcode symbologies for your
Web site

• S mall assembly (suitable for Web
deployment)

• Renders the barcode image in the
specified image format e.g. GIF, JPEG,
PNG or BMP

AddFlow for .NET V2.2

Barcode Professional for ASP.NET V5.0

• Royalty free redistribution

AddFlow for .NET

Addflow for .NET lets you quickly
build flowchart enabled applications
like workflow diagrams, database
diagrams, communication networks,
organizational charts, process
flow, state transitions diagrams,
telephone call centers, CRM (Customer
Relationship Management), expert
systems, graph theory and quality
control diagrams, etc.

Addflow for .NET supports distinct
colors, fonts, shapes, styles, pictures,
text, and so on for each object of
the flow chart diagram (node or
link). It also supports custom shapes,
metafiles, serialization, multi-level
undo/redo, print, zoom, Bezier & spline
curves, reflexive links, link jumps, link
autorouting, multiselection, scrolling,
user data association and more.

Barcode Professional for ASP.NET is a
.NET server control which generates
barcode images for ASP.NET Web
sites. It generates barcode images for
Linear 1D and 2D barcode symbologies
including Codabar, Code 11, Code 16k,
39, Code 93, 128 (A, B, C), Data Matrix
ECC200, EAN 8, EAN 13, JAN, Industrial
2 of 5, Interleaved, ISBN, PDF 417,
Postnet, UCC EAN 128, UPC A, UPC E,

FROM Lassalle Technologies

Barcode Professional for ASP.NET

etc. Support for USPS (United States
Postal Service), Royal Mail, Deustsche
Post (DHL), Australia and Swiss postal
services barcodes is also included.
Other features include Crystal Reports
.NET support and the ability to save
barcode images in image files. Barcode
Professional for ASP.NET renders
barcode images in IE, Netscape, Opera,
Mozilla and Firefox.

FROM Neodynamic

Top 250

Review

Price

Product

AddFlow Suite for .NET V2.2

121

-

$685.02

Barcode Professional for Windows Forms Standard V5.0

Top 250

Review

242

-

$215.50

AddFlow for .NET V2.2

147

-

$489.02

AddFlow Suite V5.4

198

-

$979.02

Barcode Professional for ASP.NET V5.0

-

-

$244.90

Barcode Professional for Windows Forms Ultimate V5.0

-

-

AddFlow ActiveX V5.4

235

êêêêê

$362.50

$489.02

ImageDraw SDK for .NET V2.0

-

-

-

-

$274.30

$587.02

Barcode Professional for .NET Compact Framework V2.0

-

-

$382.10

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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RapidSpell Desktop .NET includes
140,000 word U.S. & U.K. dictionaries
(and user dictionary), multi-threaded
GUI and a suggestion engine.
Additional dictionaries are available for
other languages.

$841.82

Iocomp .NET WinForms Instrumentation Pack Professional V4.0

LayoutFlow V1.0

RapidSpellAsYouType (as you type
check control) and RapidSpellChecker
(core spell checker class).

FROM Keyoti
Top 250

Product

RapidSpell Desktop .NET

www.componentsource.com

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

Price
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• A
 nnotations include text, line and
rectangle

NETRONIC Software

Newtone

Add interactive Gantt
diagrams to your applications.

100% native .NET image
processing component.

• U
 ser interactions such as create,
delete and drag & drop activities,
modify time scales are handled by
the component

• Load and save images to a variety of
image formats

VARCHART JGantt V2.3

• I ncludes zooming and scaling of
diagrams

ImageKit.NET V1.0

• Apply various imaging effects and
transformations and display those
images in various controls
VARCHART JGantt

VARCHART JGantt is a component
written in Java, that easily lets you
integrate Gantt charts into your
application. Activities in a chart of
VARCHART JGantt can be displayed
either by a variety of pre-defined bar
shapes, or can be composed from
scratch. Any shape and pattern is
available, even dynamic bars that
actively grow or diminish to indicate

ImageKit.NET

the degree of completion of an activity.
Bars can also be connected by links of
different types. Vertical and horizontal
grids can be placed in the Gantt graph.
The time scale can be customized by
position, scaling, colors and font.
Settings to define the appearance and
behavior of the Gantt chart can be
defined at design time.

FROM NETRONIC Software
Product

Price

ImageKit.NET lets you add imageprocessing functionality to your .NET
applications quickly and easily. You can
retrieve images from TWAIN scanners
and digital cameras; load and save
image files in a variety of formats;
apply image filters and transformations
to your images; display images in the
display, pan window, or thumbnail
controls and more. ImageKit.NET
supports a variety of raster and vector
file formats and compressions. Native
.Net support includes: BMP, JPEG, GIF,

Top 250

Review

VARCHART JGantt V2.3

-

-

$2,909.62

VARCHART JGantt JSF V2.3

-

-

$3,154.62

Product

VARCHART XGantt ASP.NET V4.2

-

-

$2,674.42

ImageKit.NET V1.0

VARCHART XGantt .NET V4.2

-

-

$2,674.42

VARCHART XGantt ActiveX V4.2

-

-

$2,674.42

FROM Newtone
Top 250

Review

134

-

$440.12

ImageKit7 V7.0

-

êêêêê

$391.02

ResizeKit V1.5

-

-

$52.04

Nitobi

O2 Solutions

Provide desktop-like Web
user interfaces without
complicated frameworks.

Add PDF viewing to your .NET
applications.

• I ncludes 9 cross-browser, AJAX
components

• Supports the displaying and printing
of PDF files

• F ull support for an array of browsers
including Internet Explorer (IE 6+),
Firefox, Mozilla 1.3+, Camino and
Netscape 7+

• Includes a separate library for
converting PDF files to images and
for printing PDF files to any Windows
printer without any UI

Nitobi Complete UI for Java 2008

Nitobi Complete UI includes
a suite of cross-browser, AJAX
components. Components include:
Grid (offering Excel copy and paste,
in-place cell editing), Combobox
(paging, suggestive searching and
fuzzy-searching), Tabstrip (AJAX
tab-strip, client-side statefulness
and skinnability), Tree (dynamic tree
component with AJAX drill-down,
unbound mode and data-driven

TIFF, PNG, WMF and EMF.
ImageKit.NET includes many image
effects and transformations including:
creating or copying images, combining
images, layering images, copy and
paste images plus numerous effect
filters including blur, mosaic, outline,
emboss, oilpaint, canvas, glasstile,
lens, ripple, whirlpinch, waves and
motionblur.
ImageKit.NET contains components for
both Windows Forms and Web Forms
applications.

Price

PDFView4NET V2.1

Nitobi Complete UI

sidebar), Fisheye (featuring the fisheye
zooming effect, allowing easy access
to long lists), Callout (rich tooltip
and messaging providing user alerts
without difficult coding), Spotlight
(for creating guided tours of Web
applications), Calendar (a lightweight,
DHTML calendar picker) and AJAX
Toolkit (a library containing a set of
tools used in Nitobi components that
can be re-used).

PDFView4NET is a .NET toolkit for
displaying and printing PDF files in
.NET applications. It includes a PDF
viewer control for Windows Forms
and a .NET library for rendering and
printing PDF files from any .NET
application.
The PDF viewer control for Windows
Forms includes support for annotating

PDFView4NET

PDF files, bookmarks navigation,
adding and removing file attachments
and other features. The toolkit includes
its own PDF rendering engine and it
does not rely on any other software for
rendering and printing PDF files.
PDFView4NET toolkit has been
developed entirely in C#, being 100%
managed code.

FROM O2 Solutions
FROM Nitobi
Product

Product

Top 250

Review

PDFView4NET V2.1

68

-

$685.02

$479.22

PDF4NET V3.3.2

154

êêêê

$489.02

$420.42

PDF4NET Subscription Renewals V3.3.3

-

-

$195.02

-

$479.22

Barcode4NET V2.0

-

-

$489.02

-

$479.22

Barcode4NET Windows Forms & Mobile Devices V2.0

-

-

$293.02

Top 250

Review

Nitobi Complete UI for Java 2008

-

-

Nitobi Complete UI for ASP.NET 2008

-

-

Nitobi Complete UI for ASP 2008

-

Nitobi Complete UI for PHP 2008

-

Price

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

www.componentsource.com
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PDFlib

Pegasus Imaging Corporation

Create PDF files from within
server-side or client-side
software.

Add comprehensive
document imaging to your
applications.

• I ncludes functions for creating text,
graphics, images and links

• Image viewing, editing, printing,
scanning, file conversion and more

• D
 ynamically generate PDF files from
Web or database server data

• Includes a wide range of very fast
image processing functions

PDFlib V7.0.3

ImagXpress Document V9.0

• N
 ew table formatter

• Sample code for: .NET, VB, Delphi,
VC++, C++ Builder, HTML, Access

PDFlib

PDFlib is a component that allows you
to programmatically create PDF files
from within your own server-side or
client-side software. PDFlib doesn’t
make use of third-party software for
generating PDFs, nor does it require
any other tools. PDFlib is available
for all major operating systems and
development environments. It offers a
variety of functions, including a table

formatter, PDF/A output for longtime
archiving, AES encryption, integrated
pCOS analyzing tools, a repair and
optimization mode for inputing PDFs.
PDFlib can generate PDF data directly
in memory (instead of on file), resulting
in better performance and avoiding
the need for temporary files which
speeds up PDF generation.

ImagXpress Document is ideal
for document imaging and forms
processing application development.
It delivers single and multi-page
TIFF support, embedded-image PDF
support, TIFF tag handling, EXIF tag
handling, file conversion, and support
for 1 to 16-bit images. ImagXpress
Document provides sophisticated
TWAIN scanning support, image

FROM PDFlib

editing and clean up (including
image binarization, thresholding,
anti-aliasing, deskew, despeckle, line
removal, hole punch removal, blank
page detection, scale to gray, save as
grayscale, crop, rotate, scale, zoom),
annotation/redaction capabilities and
advanced printing capabilities beyond
Internet Explorer.

FROM Pegasus Imaging Corporation

Product

© 1996-2009 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

ImagXpress

Top 250

Review

Price

Top 250

Review

PDFlib Personalization Server (PPS) V7.0.3

88

-

$2,930.20

ScanFix Xpress V5.1

82

-

PDFlib+PDI V7.0.3

146

-

$1,950.20

PDF Xpress Professional V2.0

109

-

$1,665.02

PDFlib V7.0.3

163

-

$975.10

ImagXpress Document V9.0

138

êêêê

$1,665.02

PDFlib TET V2.3

202

-

$195.02

ImagXpress View V9.0

152

-

$783.02

PDFlib PLOP V3.0

-

-

$97.02

ISIS Xpress V3.0

178

-

$979.02

plexityHide.com

Product

PureComponents

GTP.NET V3.1

PureComponents Ultimate Suite

Add interactive Gantt charts
and scheduling to your
applications.

BEST SELLER

A suite of over 79 user
interface components.

• S upports AJAX with client-movable
and resizable time items

• Create application user interfaces
with the MS Office 2007 style

• F eatures asynchronous collision
detection and handling of time items

• Includes components for navigation,
data entry, treeview, listview &
Ribbon user interface

• S ecurity awareness enables
deployment on XBAP or ClickOnce
GTP.NET is a complete .NET re-write of
the best-selling Gantt Time Package. Its
overall goal and purpose is to let you
visualize and manipulate time based
information.
GTP.NET includes a collection of user
interface components which handle
time blocks. The time blocks are
displayed in a Gantt chart or a schema
view. The times are connected to an
owner, for example a person or an
activity in a project. You can also use it

GTP.NET

PureComponents Ultimate Suite

to display dependencies and collisions
between times, which gives the end
user a graphical way to view and
modify the project. GTP.NET includes
the ability to select and re-assign links
and also provides databinding for links
between time items.
GTP.NET includes pre-built sample
applications for a Project Planner,
Resource Booker and Weekly Planner.
All three samples are short and
to-the-point of the problem they solve.

FROM plexityHide.com
Product

PureComponents Ultimate Suite
is a set of 79 .NET WinForms
components including grids, Ribbon,
navigation panels, buttons, textboxes,
comboboxes, listboxes and much
more.
PureComponents Ultimate Suite also
includes a set of components designed
to show and manipulate date based
data and information. ScheduleSet
Calendars features components such
as RichCalendar - displays dates in
weeks, DatePicker - Combobox to
choose the date and MonthSelector -

Top 250

Review

GTP.NET V3.1

17

êêêêê

$955.20

Gantt Time Package VCL V3.x

126

-

$469.44

Product

-

êêêê

$469.44

PureComponents Ultimate Suite

Gantt Time Package ActiveX V3.x

Price
$2,449.02

to select a particular month, Roster - to
display events, plus many more.
PureComponents Ultimate Suite
is compatible with Visual Studio
2005/2008 and includes VB.NET and C#
examples.
It comes with a subscription which
includes all versions and updates
released within 12 months of your
purchase, you can take advantage
of free product support. C# source
code for all included components is
available.

Price

FROM PureComponents
Top 250

Review

Price

-

êêêê

$194.03

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Raize Software

Resco

Raize Components V5.0

Resco MobileBusiness Toolkit 2008 Volume 3

Build professional-looking
Delphi and C++ Builder
applications.

NEW RELEASE

• I ntegrates into CodeGear RAD Studio
2007 IDEs (including Delphi 2007
and C++Builder 2007)

• Applications can be used on a variety
of Windows Mobile-based Pocket
PCs and Smartphone devices
Raize Components

Resco MobileBusiness Toolkit

focused on simplifying user interface
development.
Raize Components comes with
complete source code for all
components, packages, and design
editors at no additional charge.
Documentation is provided in an
extensive context-sensitive online
help system.

FROM Raize Software
Product

Price

Resco MobileBusiness Toolkit is a
Microsoft Visual Studio Add-On that
allows developers to easily build
mobile business applications, such
as Sales Force Automation or Field
Service. Applications created with the
MobileBusiness Toolkit can be used
on a variety of Windows Mobile-based
Pocket PCs and Smartphone devices.
It allows the user to manage business
related information such as customers,
contacts, products, services, orders
and business meetings. The default

Although most of the customization
can be done in Visual Studio Designer,
all the business classes and controls are
provided with C# source code, so it is
possible to fully customize the UI and
functionality to meet specific customer
requirements.

Top 250

Review

Raize Components V5.0

-

êêêêê

$391.02

CodeSite V4.2

-

-

$391.02

Top 250

Review

DropMaster V1.5.2

-

-

$97.02

Resco MobileForms Toolkit 2008 Volume 3

51

-

$489.95

FROM Resco
Product

Price

Inspex V2.0.2

-

-

$97.02

Resco MobileBusiness Toolkit 2008 Volume 3

-

-

$1,763.95

ScratchPad V2.0

-

-

$28.42

Resco MobileApp Developer Pack V1.0

-

-

$587.95

Sax.net

Seekford Solutions

Visual and Performance
enhancement for Windows
applications.

Send and receive email
quickly and efficiently, even
using SSL.

• C
 ustom data entry, editing and
presentation controls for ActiveX

• Includes MIME Wizard, SMTP Wizard
SSL, POP3 Wizard SSL, and Encoder
Wizard

Crescent QuickPak V4.5

eMail Wizard Toolpack V3.0

• E asily access the power of the
Windows API

• T alks directly with SMTP servers and
completely bypasses MAPI
Crescent QuickPak

Crescent QuickPak is a comprehensive
collection of 32-bit ActiveX
components that can be used to
develop applications that will reduce
development time and increase
productivity. Crescent QuickPak
includes the following custom controls;
calendar display, caption, enhanced
frame and checkbox, extended
command button, enhanced combo
box, form enhancement, hypertext,
frame and option button, data-specific
input edit controls, enhanced list

eMail Wizard Toolpack

boxes and additional display controls.
It also includes functions to open,
read, and parse IIS log files, convert
log files to HTML tables, and get and
set IIS properties in either the local or
remote system registry. It has low-level
routines for fast performance.
Crescent QuickPak also has highlevel methods such as financial and
statistical routines, file operations:
searching and encryption, copying
on wild card specifications, file access
routines and error-handling.

FROM Sax.net

eMail Wizard Toolpack allows you to
use SMTP and POP3 servers easily. It is
a collection of four controls that will let
you send and receive electronic mail
quickly and efficiently. You can send
HTML mail (with multiple TO , CC and
BCC recipients), add file attachments
and receive & decode emails. You
can also encode and decode base64,
uuencode, yenc, URL, SHA-1, MD-5,

Quoted-Printable and Binary to Hex.
eMail Wizard Toolpack also comes with
support for MIME or MultiPart Internet
Messages and allows you to receive
mail from any POP3 or SMTP server.
The eMail Wizard Toolpack controls
work with any ActiveX container
and even works in ActiveX scriptable
languages such as VBScript.

FROM Seekford Solutions
Product

Top 250

Review

eMail Wizard Toolpack V3.0

-

-

Price
$333.12

Top 250

Review

HTTP Wizard SSL V3.0

-

-

$287.04

Sax CommStudio

114

-

$783.02

FTP Wizard V3.0

-

êêêêê

$191.04

Crescent QuickPak V4.5

148

-

$759.05

SMTP Wizard SSL V3.0

-

-

$191.04

Sax CommStudio

220

-

$949.05

Secure File Delete Wizard V3.0

-

-

$97.02

Product

Price

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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application created using the Toolkit
can serve as a prototype of a future
mobile solution and can also be used
as a demo for presentation purposes.

www.componentsource.com
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Raize Components is a collection of
more than 125 native VCL components
for use in Delphi and C++Builder.
Raize Components includes a large
selection of visual components for
you to choose from, each designed for
complete flexibility via an extensive set
of interfaces. In addition to the core set
of controls, Raize Components includes
more than 100 component designers

NEW RELEASE

• Fully integrated with Microsoft Visual
Studio

• C
 omponent designers simplify the
task of creating a user interface
• D
 esigned for reuse and extensibility

Develop mobile business
applications.

SlickEdit

SourceGear Corporation

Create, navigate, modify,
build and debug code faster
and more accurately.

A compelling replacement for
Visual SourceSafe.

• F eatures include auto-completion,
automatic comment wrapping,
smart line selections and syntax
expansion

• Offers full integration into the Visual
Studio .NET environment

SlickEdit for Windows 2008 (V13.0.2)

SlickEdit is a multi-platform,
multi-language code editor supporting
seven platforms, over 40 languages,
and 13 editor emulations. It can be
used as a standalone development
environment or as a complementary
editor, providing programmers with
a tool to create, navigate, modify,
build, and debug code faster and
more accurately. SlickEdit’s features

• Includes an Eclipse client
• Client/Server communication over
HTTP or optionally with SSL
SlickEdit

SourceGear Vault

include Code Navigation, Preview
Tool Window, References Tool
Window, Syntax Expansion, Surround
With, Auto-Completions and many
more. Write more code in less time
and spend less time waiting for
results. Programmers can type fewer
characters and make fewer errors using
syntax expansion, completions, aliases,
and code templates.

FROM SlickEdit
Product

Price

SourceGear Vault is a version control
system for Windows developers, with
complete integration into the Visual
Studio .NET environment. SourceGear
Vault is implemented entirely in the
.NET Framework and uses SQL Server
2000 and 2008 for its repository
storage.
SourceGear Vault is designed
specifically to offer a seamless
transition from Visual SourceSafe and
includes an import tool which can be

used to migrate data from a SourceSafe
database into a Vault repository;
every version of every file is imported,
including all the history.
SourceGear Vault’s basic architecture
is a centralized Vault server which
manages one or more repositories. It
includes several client applications and
also provides a way to create custom
clients using any .NET language.

Top 250

Review

106

-

$293.02

SlickEdit for Windows and Linux 2008 (V13.0.2)

-

-

$440.02

Product

Top 250

Review

SlickEdit for AIX 2008 (V13.0.2)

-

-

$391.02

SourceGear Fortress V1.1.3

52

-

$474.05

SlickEdit for HPUX 2008 (V13.0.2)

-

-

$391.02

SourceGear Vault V4.1.3

-

-

$236.55

SlickEdit for Solaris SPARC/x86 2008 (V13.0.2)

-

-

$391.02

SourceGear SourceOffSite V4.2

-

-

$229.44

SlickEdit for Windows 2008 (V13.0.2)

SyncRO Soft

FROM SourceGear Corporation

FinalBuilder V6.0

Cross platform XML editor.

NEW RELEASE

Automated build and release
management solution.

•V
 isual WYSIWYG XML editing mode
based on W3C CSS stylesheets

• Integration with version control
systems/Source code repositories

• G
 rid editor allows you to edit
repetitive XML content in a special
layout similar to a spreadsheet
application

• Includes a broad range (600+) of
action types that cover almost any
task you might need to automate

<oXygen/> XML Editor provides
the tools for XML authoring, XML
conversion, XML Schema, DTD, Relax
NG and Schematron development,
XPath, XSLT, XQuery debugging, SOAP
and WSDL testing.
Integration with the XML document
repositories is made through WebDAV,
Subversion and S/FTP protocols.

oXygen XML Editor

FinalBuilder

<oXygen/> XML editor supports the
ability to browse, manage and query
native XML and relational databases
and supports a large number of text
encodings including Unicode.
<oXygen/> XML editor is also available
as an Eclipse IDE plugin, bringing
unique XML development features to
this widely used Java IDE.

FROM SyncRO Soft
Product

Price

VSoft Technologies

<oXygen/> XML Editor Professional V10

Top 250

Review

<oXygen/> XML Editor Professional V10

73

-

$293.02

Price

<oXygen/> XML Editor Academic V10

116

-

$47.04

<oXygen/> XML Editor Enterprise V10

183

-

$358.68

Syncro SVN Client V4.0

-

-

$57.82

<oXygen/> XML Author Enterprise V10

-

-

$215.60

FinalBuilder is an automated build
and release management solution for
Windows software developers and
SCM (Software Change Management)
professionals. Use FinalBuilder to
define, debug, maintain, run and
schedule reliable and repeatable build
processes. FinalBuilder’s user interface
has been carefully crafted to make it as
easy-to-use as possible. Anyone in your
team can use FinalBuilder to automate
tasks. You can compile applications
from source code, compile setup

www.componentsource.com

installer programs, work with version
control systems, handle versioning
with ease, create and edit INI files
and Windows registry keys, burn CDs
and DVDs, or create CD/DVD images
(ISO images), zip and unzip files and
other archive formats, run automated
testing, FTP files to/from servers, send
emails, post on news servers, handle
errors, run multiple tasks in parallel
and dynamically change the build flow,
iterate over sets of files and other lists
and more.

FROM VSoft Technologies
Product

Top 250

Review

Automise V2.0

184

-

$191.10

FinalBuilder V6.0

190

-

$293.02

-

-

$98.00

FinalBuilder Server V6.0

Top 250: Rank in Top 250 Best Selling product list. Review: Five star customer rating from our Web site.
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Price
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• N
 ow provides automatic XML/HTML
formatting as you edit

SourceGear Vault V4.1.3

